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1 STRIKING AMENDMENT TO PROPqSEp MOTTQN 2014-0142. VERSTON 1

2 Delete Attachment A, KCDOT Strategic Plan for Road Services - 2014 Update dated July

3 16,2014, and insert Attachment A, KCDOT Strategic Plan for Road Servi ces - 2014

4 Update, dated July 24,2014.

5

6 EFFECT: This amendment replaces the Figure 3 graph titled 'úPavement

7 Resurfacing Cost Comparison" with a graph titled "Maintenance Treatment Cost

8 Comparison," adds information about where additional detailed maintenance

9 facilities planning information and analyses will be documented and how to find it,

10 and corrects two errors in the July 16,2014 version as shown below:
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12 New language and figure (p. 18): \J
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Fig. 3 illustrates the cost difference between proactively rnaintaining a roadway compared with
allowing tl-re roadway condition to decline to the point where it must be reconstructed grei+ahin

,andFig.4illustratesKirigCounty'sgrowingfundinggap'
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0s Noteto reviewers
f"*This 

2014 update of the Strategic Plan for Road Services
is based on the adopted 2010 plan. A version showing
the updates in Microsoft Word "trackchanges?'is
available upon request. A summary of changes is also
available.

Following approval of the conlonts by the King County
Council, the 2014 plan'irþdate ivitt U" printed in a
similar format to the 2010 plan,:cómplete with the
photographs and other graphic elements.

For more information:
Brenda Bauer, Director
Road Services Division
King County Department of Transportation
King Street Center, KSC-TR-O313
201 S Jackson St
Seattle, WA 98104
206-477-3580 TTY Relay: 711
www. kingcounty. gov/roads
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Chapter 1

Executive Summary

Exeeutive Summary
King County maintains 1,500 miles of roads and 180 bridges in the county's unincorporated areas,

outside of cities. This road system supports more than I million trips every day-people traveling to
work, school, and recreation; businesses and farmers delivering goods and services; and emergency
responders reaching people who need assistance. The system also provides pathways for essential public
utilities. Unincorporated-arèa roads are part of a larger transportation network, and people from all parts
of tlie county-and beyond-use them; about half the trips on the high-volume roads originate in cities
and other counties.

Built over many generations, county roads and bridges are in increasingly poor condition, while
annexations, lower property valuations and a decline in gas tax revenue have caused a decrease in funding
for maintenance and improvements. The amount of revenue available for the county road system is
projected to be an average of $90 million per year over the 10-year period of this plan, while the annual
investment necessary to rnaintain the óurrent condition of the existing road system is about $200 million
per year.

This Strategic Plan for Road Services (SPRS) provides policy guidance for managing the current situation
and presents information about the county road system needs, associated costs, and alternative service
levels to inform the public and policymakers as future service and funding options are considered.

Why this plan was prepared
This plan covers the years 2014 through 2024 . It replaces the 201 0 strategic plan earlier than originally
planned, mainly because key assumptions made in 2010 were not borne out in the following years. The
2010 plan assumed that cities would complete annexations of urban growth areas served by Road
Services by 2015, affecting the division's service area and the revenue it would receive. .While
annexations ofthree areas were approved, voters in two areas rejected annexation proposals.

The 20 I 0 plan also assumed that the county road fund would decline to a low point of $ I 02 million after
annexations. Revenues have actually been lower, declining to a projected $85 million dollar level for
2}I'/-even with the retention of the propefty tax base in the areas where annexations were rejected.
Major factors in the ongoing revenue decline include decreasing receipts from property and gas taxqs-
major sources of funding for Road Services. The total assessed property value in unincorporated King
County has fallen by more than 40 percent over the past three yeafs, and future growth in revenues is

limited by state law. Since I99I,the gaq tçx rate for counties has only been increased by one half of a
certt. With vehicles becoming ever more fuel-efficient, King County's gas tax revenue is expected to
continue its downward trend. Annexations and declines in grant funding are also factors.

Another development since 2010 that drives an update to the plan is the division's adoption of an asset

management operational model. Road Services is developing an asset management model designed to
guide the most cost-effective operating and capital investments-from maintenance through preservation
and replacement. This approach has enabled the division,to prepare a more accurate inventory of the
maintenance, preservation and replacement needs of the road system as well as the estimaled costs of
meeting those needs. The division also separately analyzed the condition and location of its work facilities
and identified short- and long-term facility needs.

A key finding of the division's needs analysis is that the County's roadway infrastructure will deteriorate
and fail at a faster rate than estimated during the development of the 2010 plan. The discrepancy is in pafi
due to an improved asset management approach to the estimates than was in place from 2008-2010.
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Additionally, the current analysis assumes less investment in preservation and replacement, and therefore
higher lifecycle costs. (Using best industry practices for preventive repair, replacement and maintenance
would reduce unplanned failures and annual costs.)

The division's current estimate is that it would cost $350 million annually-for a period that is longer
than the life of this strategic plan-to fully address the current backlog of needs, embark on an asset
management program that produces the lowest life cycle costs, address the division's futule maintenance
facility needs, and systematically accomplish the road capacity, mobility and non-motorized needs
identified in the Transportation Needs Report. The estimated cost in the 2010 plan was $240 million.

Based on the recent developments and improved information about service needs and costs, this 2014
plan adjusts goals, strategies and policies developed in 2008-2009 and adopted in 2010. The2014 plan
focuses clearly on immediate operational safety needs, compliance, and maintenance and preservaiion of
the road system.

Goals
The'plan contains two sets of goals. The first set, about "what we deliver," afticulates what Road Services
aspires to accomplish. These goals are listed in priority order'below. Current revenues are insufficient to
fully address the first three, top-priority goals. No resources are currently available to pursue goals 4 and
5; they would be addressed only if additional resources become available.

Goal 1: Prevent and respond to immediate operational life safety and properfy damage hazards.

Goal2: Meet regulatory requirements and standards in cooperation with regulatory agencies.

Goal3: Maintain and preserve the existing roadway facilities network..

Goal 4: Enhance mobility (movement of people and goods) by facilitating more efficient use of the
existing road system

Goal5: Address roadway capacity.

The second set of goals is about "how we deliver." Achievement of these goals is less dependent on
funding, and they are all given equal importance. These goals are:

Goal 1: Exercise responsible financial stewardship.

Goal 2: Frovide responsive customer service and public engagement.

Goal 3: Enhance the use of risk assessment in decision-making.

Goal 4: Support the effectiveness of our workforce in a rapidly changing environment.

The plan outlines three alternàtive service level scenarios for working toward the goals. l.lone of these
scenarios includes capacity improvements since those are the lowest priorþ and beyond the current
funding capability.

Scenario 1, "Maximize asset lifecycle," would fully implement an asset management methodology and
address the backlog of preservation and maintenance needs, but would not have suffìcient funding to
accomplish any road capacity, non-motorized or other road enhancement needs. This scenario would
improve the current condition of roads and brídges, allow a cost-effective planned maintenance approach,
and improve emergency response capabilþ. This approachwould require an estimated 8330 miltion
annually.

Scenario 2, 'oModerate the decline of asset condition," would maintain current asset condition in the
short term and make modest investments in road and bridge replacement, but would not optirnize the
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lifecycle of assets. The condition of roads and blidges would remain similar lo 2014levels in the near

term, and major deterioration would be delayed. However, deterioration inevitably would occur over time

and eventually would have to be addressed. Pavement condition and drainage systems would experience

the most noticeable impacts; pavement condition scores would trend downward and more localized

flooding could occur due to deferred maintenance and preservation of drainage infrastructure. The public

would likely experieuce more temporary road closures due to unscheduled repairs. Staff and equipment

would remain adequate to maintain the current level of emergency response. This approach would require

an estimated 8200 million annually.

Scenario 3, "Manage risk in a declining system," would not provide sufficient infrastructure

maintenance and preservation to sustain the current condition of the system. This approach would pose

diff,rcult choices since the.system would everitually deteriorate to failure conditions. Some bridges and

roads would eventually have to be load-limited to prevent damage. Speed reductions on some roadways,

more lane closures for emergency repairs, and increased congestion would eventually occur. Some

complete closures of roads and bridges might be necessary. Maintenance would be primarily reactive ii
nature, and the associated needs and costs would accelerate as infrastructure conditions deteriorated.

Emergency and storm response capability would be limited due to lack of resources. This approachwould
require an estimated 61 I0 million annually.

Annual road revenues are currently forecast to be about $90 million on average, or $20 million less than

the estimated $110 million needed annually even for the least costly scenario, 3. This means that failures

will happen at an accelerated rate and the division will not have the resources to even appropriately

mar1age the decline of the system. As a result, over the next25 yearc,35 bridges may have to be closed,

72 miles of roadway will deteriorate to the point of significant restrictions or closures (speed reductions or

closures of lanes or full roads), and 65 percent of the stormwater system will be at risk of failure, causing

sinkholes, local flooding, andwashouts that can keep roads closed for weeks, months or years.

New guidance
In light of thê insúfficient fundin g, the 2014 plan provides new guidance for managing the decline of the

road system. Key changes are;

o Safety goal changed to first priority - The 2010 plan established "meet regulatory requirements and

standards" as priority one and "meet core safety needs" as priority two, with the assumption that the

division would have adequate resources to accomplish both. With resources now more limited than

expected, the updated plan changes safety to first priority and recognizes that the County may need to

work with regulatory agencies to seek modifications, exceptions, or deferrals to optimize regulatory

outcomes within available resources. Maintenance and preservation remain the third priority. Although
the goals of enhancing mobi,tity and addressing roadway capacily represent core functions of the

Road Services Division, they are the lowest priorities and are unfunded in the current environment.

Utility contributions - The road right-of-way serves as a pathway for delivery of water, sewer,

stormwater control, energy, and communication utilities. A new policy states that all providers of
these services should pay for their use of the right-of-way, and their appropriate share of any repairs,

to help preserve these vital corridors. Currently only water, energy and communicatiori utilities have

agreements with the County to make repairs.

Road failure guidance - New policies have been added to provide guidance when the division is

faced with road failures. These include direction for development of a process to consider long-term

closures and potential sharing of restoration costs with other agencies or property owners when their

infrastructure has contributed to a road failure or they would benefit from the repair.

a
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o Reduce "orphaned" urban roads - The plan çontains new guidance about transferring
responsibility for isolated urban roads to the adjacent city. These include half-streets (i.e., one side
owned by a city and the other by the County), roads completely surrounded by city territory, and
roads located on the urban growth boundary where consistent urban services are most appropriate.

o Elevate risk management - Since a significant portion of the shoft- and long-term decisions facing
Road Services will focus on risk management, the division will continue working with the County's
Risk Management office to develop a plan that evaluates the risks associated with maintenance and
engineering activities. The plan will be integrated with the asset management strategy, and initially
used at the policy level. Additionally, the goal is to further refine the strategy to guide decision
making on a day-to-day basis by field personnel and engineering staff.

Next steps

To address tlte policies and goals in this plan, the County should øt a mìnimum deliver the level of
service described in Scenario 1: Maximize asset lífecycle; This scenario calls for the County to
significantly reduce the backlog of maintenance and preservation needs, improve the condition of the
entire roadway system, and manage the system's assets at the lowest lifecycle costs. However, given
existing and projected revenue shortfalls, the Road Services Division will face difficult decisions.
Without additionalrevenue, the County will strive to provide a basic level of road services in the
unincorporated area, attempting to prevent rapidly escalating repair costs and infrastructure failures.

Road Services should also continue to pursue effrciencies, improve the organization of service delivery,
and seek funding solutions. Specific steps include the following:

o Continue using performance management business practices to achieye efficiencies.

o Continue using a data-driven asset management approach, employing new information
technology To analyze asset conditions and make data-driven decisions about service and
investment priorities.

. Continue to streamline the division's organization as annexations occur, shifting away from
programs designed to serve urban areas and from large capacity projects, and moving toward a
greater emphasis on rural safety and preservation services and investments.

¡ Continue city contract work when it involves specialty work that small jurisdictions need. Limit
commitments to cities to perform general maintenance work that would detract from the County's
ability to perform basic work on county roads.

o Identif potential funding choices that are consistent with County and regional plans, and
coordinate with others to help resolve the structural transportation funding problem.

o Ensure that the agency is right-sized and has a flexible, efficient organizationthat enables us to
meet the changing demands of the road system and respond to emergencies.

Conclusion
County roads and state highways are critical for the movement of people, utilities, goods and services
throughout the most urban and dense county in the state. These roads, built generations ago, are failing,
and there is insufficient funding to keep the system functioning at current levels. In response to a loss of
one-third ofthe revenue for county roads and bridges, the County has cut costs and achieved new
efficiencies, but revenue reductions of this magnitude ultimately require cuts in services. Tlris plan will
help guide County employees to provide the most critical services and make difficult decisions should the
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funding shoftfall continue. If additional revenue becomes available to support roads, this plan will help

the County prioritize and organize the delivery of services.

7
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Chapter 2

Introduction

Purpose

The Strategic Plan for Road Services lays out the division's mission, vision, and focused direction for the
next l0 years.It aligns the division's employees, services, and programs with the overarching goals of
King County; informs decisions of the King County Executive andMetropolitan King CounÇbouncil on
m_atters of policy, operations, and budget; and provides a framework to ensure oversight and management
of the division's programs and services.

This plan was developed in response to a critical structural funding.problem coupled with a backlog of
road system maintenance and preseruation needs. Road Services recognizes thatlt may not be able to
fully accomplish all of the goals arld strategies in this plan. The plan piioritizes goals io guide division
staff so their work meets the most critical needs with available funding and resources. It places high
priority on immediate operational safety and regulatory compliance.

Background
Up until 2005, Road Services had a robust capital improvement program (CIP) and had begun to program
debt-supported capacity projects in order to accelerate their construction. The divìsion funded assàt
preservation work through both the operations budget and capital projects such as the pavement overlay,
bridge seismic retrofit, and priority maintenance progïams.

Revenue sources, including the road levy and shares of the vehicle license fee and state gas tax, were
relatively stable' With its mix of capital projects and local revenue for matching funds, Road Services was
well-positioned to compete for grant funding. Its mission, vision, and goals reflãcted an agency that was
aware of its challenges and confident in its ability to meet them.

In2004, the division adopted a strategic plan that helped clarify and focus its decisions and priorities.
Since that time, tþ environment has changed. The division has been facing a steep decline in ,"u"nn",
unceftainties about the timing of annexations, issues concerning current and future maintenance facilities,
and other challenges.

In light of these developments, the County Council approved the Strategic Plan for Road Services (SpRS)
in December 2010 to provide guidance on making the best use of available funding. The 2010 plan
concluded that Road Services would not be able to sustain its budgeted level of opérations andìapital
investments due to reduced revenue; increases in costs for labor, materials, and equipment; a statutory
limit of the growth in properly tax revenue; and growing demand for services.

The 2010 plan laid out goals for what the division will deliver, in the following priority order:
. Regulatory compliance

. Core safety

e Preservation and maintenance

. Mobilityimprovements

. Capacityimprovements

The plan also identified roads and structures by location and level of service with policy that led to the
creation of a tiered system. This system gives priority to service to the roadways tÀat piovide life safety
connections and have the highest volume of users.

B
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The 2010 plan was used to develop subsequent budgets and guide investment decisions. Having used this

plan extensively over the past three years, the Road Services Division has refined its policies, goals, and

strategies. Those refinements are incorporated into this 2014 update to the strategic plan.

How was the plan developed?

The 2010 plan was intended to be a five-year plan. It assumed, based on the County's planning
assumptions at the time, that all urban aieas would be annexed by 2015. It also included a forecast that

revenue for the road fund would hit a low point of $ 102 million after the annexations. ki both cases,

actual experience was different. While annexations of JuanitaÆinn Hill to Kirkland and the urban islands

to Bothell were successful, voters in North Highline and West Hill rejected calls for annexatiou. And as a

result of the Great Recession, revenue forecasts dipped as low as $85 million. These factors contributed to

an escalating funding crisis for road services that has made this 2014 strategic plan even more critical to

decisions about which services to provide at which locations, and which needs to leave unfunded.

The County Council-approved 2010 plan directed the Road Services Division to perform the analysis

necessary for an asset lifecycle management approach to providing services. Optimal lifecycle
management involves rnaking the right investment at the right time to ensure that the asset delivers the

requisite level of service over its full expected life, at the minimum cost. The completed analysis outlined

in this 2074 plan quantifies the gap between current revenues and the funding necessary to minimize
lifecycle costs. It also describes alternative service levels and the backlog of work, as well as the costs of
providing those services and performing the backlogged work.

Development of this strategic plan was guided and overseen by an Executive Committee made up of
elected officials and other King County representatíves. The committee included the Deputy County

Executive; King County Council members from districts with significant unincorporated area; the directors

of the Department of Transportation, Department of Natural Resources and Parks, Road Services Division,
Facilities Management Division, and the Offrce of Performance, Strategy and Budget; and the Washington

State Department of Transportation's Local Government Liaison.

The committee agreed on recommendations by consensus with an understanding that if consensus was not
reached, alternate views would be provided in the final repoft.

An interdepartmental, inter-branch Steering Committee provided input, data and documentation used in

preparing the SPRS. The Steering Committee also reviewed and discussed all policies and analyses before

they were presented to the Executive Committee for approval. A Road Services Division work group

provided staff support and analysis.

Surveys and discussions with user groups and contract city customers informed the development of the

2010 plan, and this update also considered user and customer feedback that has been received since 2010.

The goals and strategies presented in this plan are in alignment with the King County Strategic Plan.

How will the plan be used?

Strategic planning is a process by which an organizalion assesses how it is doing, identifies where it
wants to go, and chafis a path to get there. Strategic plans help define important goals, set specifrc

directions, and clarifli policy and budget priorities. This strategic plan:

r Focuses on the delivery of road facilities and services

. Provides direction for prioritizing road projects

. Provides guidance for decisions on spending road-system dollars

9
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¡ Provides a practical, action-oriented guide for widely varied users, including County staff
rnembers, elected officials, and.the public.

This is a challenging time for the Road Services Division. This plan is designed to guide the division
through an uncertain and rapidly changing environment in the near term uná to p.ovide a prioritized
framework for rnaking sound decisions over the long term.

10
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Chapter 3

About the Road Services Division

Road Services' mission and vision were updated for the 2014 plan to be consistent with the current and

forecast business environment.

Mission
Manage the unincorporated King County road system throughfocused investntent of available resources

to facilitate the movement of people, goods and services, and respond to entergenaes.

Vision
A resilient, sustainablyfunded, unincorporated urban and rural road systenx that supports our
communities and the economy by connecting people to employment, education, conln'terce and recreation,
and is well-integrated with the regional transportation network. Thß is achieved through a lowest-
lifecycle-cost approach to effective infrastructure maintenance, preservation, and improvement.

Road system and service area
Road Services is one of five divisions in the King County Department of Transportation. It is responsible
for all County-owned roads, bridges, and related infrasiructure in the unincorporated areas ofthe county,
and must meet the road-related transportation needs of a very large and diverse service area. The count¡z's

many bridges are an integral part of the road system, as are other components sueh as sidewalks and

pathways, bike lanes, guardrails, drainage and water quality facilities, traffic control equipment, and

traffic cameras.

The unincorporated-area road system owned and managed by Road Services includes the following
inventory (numbeis are approximate) :1

. I,450 miles of paved roads
o 50 miles of unpaved roads
. 180 bridges, including several jointly owned with cities
. Over 44,000 traffic control signs
. 85 traffic signals
. 1 10 miles of protective guardrail
. 57 traffic cameras (viewable on the division's website)
. 5.7 million feet of drainage ditch
. 2.9 million feet of drainage pipe

King County is home to nearly two million people2; the population has increased more than 30 percent
since 1990. More than 250,000 county residents live outside of incorporated cities.

' 2012 inventory data
' Population estimates in this section are from the King County Office of Pelormance, Strategy and Budget.
' Rural areas and two large urban planned developments that will not be annexed.

Even after all urban unincorporated areas ofthe county have been annexed into cities, the population of
the unincorporated area'is forecast to be more than 150,000-larger than the current population of
Bellevue. Unincorporated King County will likely remain the second largest local jurisdiction after
Seattle and will have by far the largest land area.

11
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The total land area of King County is 2,130 square miles (see Fig. l). Approximately 79 percent, or 1,676
square miles of that land, is designated as either a "rural" or "resource" areaby the King County
Comprehensive Plan. These areas cannot be annexed into cities, meaning the County will forever have
responsibility to serve them.a

This service area is not only large, it also is geographically diverse. It includes a wide variety of
landforms and many environrnentally sensitive areas such as saltwater coastline, river floodplains,
plateaus, slopes, ánd mountains-punctuated with lakes and salmon streams.

Most travel in the county uses a system of interconnected roads that includes interstate highways, state
highways, arterials, local access roads, private roads and forest/logging roads. The majority of paved
arterial and local roads in unincorporated King County are the direct responsibility of the Road Services
Division. Interstate highways, state highways and private or logging roads are the responsibility of other
agencies or property' owners.

Division functions
Road Services' functions fall into two primary categories: capital project delivery, and operations and
maintenance. Every section in the division is involved in capital project work. Major work products and
services include planning and programming; project delivery; and design and implementation services.
Road Services is also responsible for maintaining and operating all assets within the light-of-way. These
include the traveled roadway; roadside assets such as pedestrian and bicycle pathways, drainage systems
and shoulders; and traffic control and management features such as signs, striping, and signals.
Emergency response activities that keep the road system safe and operational during severe weather or
other emergencies are an imporlant area of service.

Road Services also provides additional products and services as part of managing alarge and complex
road system. Some are not directly related to providing road and bridge infrashucture to the public. Many
are required by federal, state or local laws; others are essential aspects of the division's commitment to
customer service. More information on all of the division's functions can be found in Appendix A.

Road Services operates within alegal, policy, and planning framework that includes the
following:

Federal law and policy

Federal road and bridge standards

State and federal grant fund requirements

Washington laws

'ù/ashington State Growth Management Act
WSDOT Local Agency Guidelines Manual

Puget Sound Regional Council's Transportation2040 (metropolitan transportation plan)

King County Charter and Code

King Counfy Countywide Planning Policies

King County Comprehensive Plan

King County Strategic Plan 2010-2014

King County Equity and Social Justice Ordinance

n Source: 2008 King County Annual Growth Report
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King County Transportation Needs Report

King County Transportation Concurrency Management Program

King County Mitigation Payment System

King County Road Design and Construction Standards

King County Green Building Ordinance

King County Climate Plan

King Cqunty Èrlorgy.Pl2n ,

County Road Admiqistr¿tion Boa¡{ reqqirrements

Kin g C ounty Executivë'Policies and Prooe<ftrres

2014 Strategic Plan for Road Services - About the Division

¡
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Chapter 4

Customers

Fig. 1

! url"n untn@rpor¡t d .ommun¡ry

! Uutncorporatcd Ktng couhty

With nearly two million people, King County is the largest metropolitan county in Washington in terms
of population, number of cities, and employment, and is the state's growth andeconomic engine with
more than 40 percent of the state's jobs. It contains nearly one-third of the state's population, is the l4th
most populous count¡z in the United States, and also has more residents than 10 statei. The population is
forecast to surpass 2.2 millionby 2030.

As reflected in the division's mission and vision statements, Road Services' primary customers are the
users of King County's unincorporated-arearoad system. They may travelon foot or by car, public
transit, truck, bicycle, or even on horseback. They may live and pay property taxes in an uninìorporated
atea, in one of the region's 39 cities, or in another county. The unincorporated road system suppórts local
trips close to home, commuter trips, and regional travel between jurisdictions. All of these users expect
and deserve a safe and efficient road system.

More than 250,000 count¡r residents of the unincorporated area depend on the county road system daily
and are directly served by Road Services. Unincorporated communities are spread geographically
throughout the county and range from highly urban areas, such as West Hill and North Hþhline in the
west, to rural farming and suburban areas in the east.

Unincorporated residents are by no means the only users of the unincorporated road system. More than a
quarter of a million other people also use the same roads and bridges to commute to work or school, travel
to retail and other services or to recreational and leisure destinations, transport freight and goods, or
conduct their businesses.
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Manjz of the growing cities in eastern King County are highly dependent on the unincorporated road

network. For example, the years between 2000 and 2010 saw significant population growth in the cities of
Snoqualmie (554 percent), Maple Valley (60 percent), Duvall (45 percent), Covington (28 percent),

Sammamish (34 percent), and Redmond (20 percent). Residents of these communities and other eastern-

county cities are major users of the unincorporated road network for commuting to employment and

cômmercial centers. Some rural arterial roads serve as critical connectors to urban areas.

Residents of neighboring Pierce and Snohomish counties also use major arterials in the unincorporated

area as commute routes to employment centers in Kirg County. A 2010 analysis showed that for several

of King County's rural arterial roads, 50 percent or more of commuters are from local cities or

neighboring counties. For example, 60 percent of P.M. peak hour trips.(i.e,, the, afternoon commute) on

Woodinville-Duvall Road are headed to destinations in various eastsidê cities or Snohomish County.

Likewise, 59 percent of such trips on Novelty Hill Road are to cities and Snohomish County and 56

percent of such trips on Issaquah-I{obart Road are going to destinations within cities or Pierce County.

In total, more than one million daily trips are taken on King Count¡z's unincorporated road network each

day.

In addition to growing, the customer base is also becoming increasingly diverse. About 65 percent of
King County's population is non-Hispanic white, 15 percent is Asian or Pacific Islander, 9 percent is

Latino, 6 percent is African-American, and I percent is Native American. The county's population is

aging, with a median age near 3 B and 1 I percent of the population over age 65 . Consistent with County

policy and administrative procedlrres, Road Services is increasing efforts to provide information about

projects and services in multiple languages to meet the needs of diverse communities.

The unincorporated road network also provides access to outdoor recreational activities in King County,

which has one of the largest concentrations of outdoor recreation enthusiasts in the state. Residents from

all over the county-and beyond-enjoy the biking, camping, hiking, climbing, and skiing opportunities

that are abundant in this region. Many of the state's largest outdoor recreational organizations are based

in, and serve, King County. These include the Mountaineers, Washington Kayak CIub, and Cascade

Bicycle Club.

Public service providers, such as police, fire, ernergency medical responders and Metro Transit, are also

key customers of the count¡r's unincorporated-area road system. In addition, the road right-of-way serves

as a pathway for delivery of water, sewer) stormwater conftol, energy, and communication utilities.

Another important group of Road Services customers are the jurisdictions and govemment agencies that

purchase road-related services such as paving, repair, safety improvements and construction. The division

currently provides an ongoing level of contract services to 10 cities. It also provides project-specific or as-

needed services to over two dozen other cities and agencies andto several nonprofit organizations

implementing projects funded by federal or state transpoftation grants.

Road Services typically provides reimbursable services through a contractual relationship with these

customers. These arangements are mutually beneficial to both the jurisdiction or agency and King
County; the benefits include:

. Econornies of scale that allow sharing of the capital cost of equipment and other resources

. Shared management and support costs that result in lower project overhead

o Support for specialized technical expertise and flexibility in staffing levels
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o Coordination of emergenoy services, including those provided during snow and ice storms,
flooding, and earthquakes, to keep lifeline routes open.

In response ro a2013 budget proviso5 from the County Council, and in light of the resource limitations
the division is currently experiencing, the division and staff from the Exeõutive Office reviewed and
evaluated the contact agreements and services provided to city customers. That analysis and evaluation,
along with a summary of the contract framework, is in Appendix B.

The division involúed its custòmeis in the process of developing the 2010 strategic plan. A summary of
those public involvement effofts can be found in Appendix C. Input received frJrn customers since 2010
was also considered in'rhiò 2014 qþn un{ate.

5 Proviso P1 to section 65 of the 2013 King cbunty Budget ordinance i7476

1.6
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Chapter 5

Road Services Funding
Resources to provide road services in unincorporated King Counfy are subject to a tax structure that limits
revenue growth to a pace slower than the ongoing growth in the cost of delivering sèrvices. The costs of
labor, benefits, material and equipment are expected to grow at or above the general rate of inflation,
while major Íevenue sources are expected to grow more slowly or decline over the next 10 years covered
by this strategic plan.

In addition to structural constraints, the total unincorporated area assessed property value fell by more
than 40 percent since 20096. King County gas tax revenue declined as population and road. miles were
annexed to cities and fewer miles were driven during the recession and as more fuel-efficient vehicles
replaced-and continue to replace-older, less fuel-efficient vehicles. Gas tax receipts will decline further
as annexations reduce the population of the unincorporated and the number of miles in the road system.

Elimination of the Local Optiori Vehicle License Fee and the exhaustion of banked property tax levy
capacity have also contributed to the growiîg gap between resources and the cost of providing services.

Fig.2
Constant dollar revenue comparison

Annual Road Services revenues in2OO2 dollarst
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CIP grants and other revenues accrued directly to the CIP Fund outside the Road Fund contribution.
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Available revenues have declined more rapidly than the 2010 plan projected they would. At the time the
County Council adopted the 201 0 plan, annual revenues were expected to hit a low of $ I 02 million.
Projected revenue for the coming l0 years now averages about $90 million annually, dipping close to $85
million in2017. The approximately $90 million revenue available annually for services and capital comes
from property taxes ($71 million), gas taxes ($11 million), CIP grants ($4 million), and interest, rents, and
other small sources ($3 million).

As the cost of providing the current level of road services continues to outpace future growth in resources,
the Road Services Division is shifting its focus from maintenance, preservation and construction to
managing road system decline. Since 2009, the division has reduced its staffing levels from 615 to 350
FTEs-more than 40 percent. The division has consolidated facilities and has reduced pothole repairs by
65 percent. Overlay work performed in 2013 was limited to that funded by federal grants-seven miles
compared to the 40 miles treated in 2010. Current projections point to additional reductions in services
delivered in 2017 .

There is a growing gap between the cost of maintaining the system at an acceptable level and the
resources available. While average expected revenues have declined since the2010 plan (from $102
million to about $90 million), the cost of the expected total annual service needs has grown (from $240
million in 2010 to $350 milliou inZ0I4). As preventive maintenance is replaced by reactive management,
the cost of individual responses i¡svs¿5ss-rnuch as the cost of deferring oil changes can lead to
expensive automobile repairs. Fig. 3 illustrates the cost difference between proactively maintaining a
roadway compared with allowing the roadway condition to decline to the point where it must be
reconstructed, and Fig. 4 illustrates King County's growing funding gap.

Fig. 3

Cost of Deferred Road Maintenance
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Chapter 6

Change Drivers

The 2010 plan identified five important challenges, or change drivers, facing the county road system.
These challenges will persist-and in most cases will intensifli-over the next 10 years.

o Amexations will leave the County with less revenue and with the rural roadways that are most
difficult to support because of their location, age and condition, and susceptibility to flooding and
snow and ice events.

. The population will continue to grow in both rural areas and a-djacent citiés, adding traffic to the
rural road system and creating expectations for urban levels ofservice.

o Aging county roads will fail or be at risk of faiiure because Road Services does not have enough
funds to perform all needed safety, maintenance and preservation work-and deferral of this
work will lead to higher repair and replacement costs in the future.

. New environmental and safety regulations and engineering standards will continue adding to the
complexity and cost of supporting the road system.

. Climate change could lead to an increase in the number and severity of winter storms and their
impact on roads, and climate change policies could have wide-ranging effects on roadway
management.

In addition, since 2010 the following new change drivçts _hayg-qmerged aqsignifilar1--cli-allenges.

o Road budget cuts have resulted in a 40 percent reduction in staff. Fewer staff and smaller budgets
have reduced the services Road Services can provide, including emergency response capabilities.

¡ Staffreductions due to layoffs, as well as voluntary staffturnover, have also created new
challenges to maintaining the division's workforce skills, knowledge, and experience.

More detailed information on change drivers can be found in Appendix E.
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Chapter 7

Service Area Asset Inventory, Condition and Needs

Annexations are a key element of the State of Washington's Growth Management Act, and King County

has been,a leader in the state in implementing growth managem-ent, However, urban areas remain
throughout the county that have not yet been annexed or incorporated, and while some may do so over the

next 10 years, some may remain within the county inventory for the foreseeable future. As the remaining
urban areas are annexed into cities, Road Services' inventory of road assets will be reduced, but not as

significantly as one might expect: inventory in some asset aategories will be reduced, while considerable

inventory will remain in other categories. Fqr example , aftet annexation of the remaining urban areas, the

division will retain responsibility for the following percentages of current assets?:

o 90 percent ofbridges
o 73 percent of arterial mile pavement
. 87 percent ofopen drainage ditches
¡ 85 percent ofgravel shoulders
. 80 percent ofguardrail
o 57 percent oflocal access road pavement
c 32 percent of signals
. 45 percent ofpipes
o 39 percent of stormwater catch basins.

The effects ofannexation on several key inventory categories are illustrated in Fig. 4

Fig.4
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The division also faces some challenges left over from historic annexations, such as orphan roads - roads
that are fully surrounded by other jurisdictions but are wholly or partially the County's responsibility. The
division is proactively working to remove these orphan roads from the County's inventoryby working
with adjacent cities on transfening ownership. Eliminating the division's responsibility for these roadi
will be key to providing better service, as many require attentive selice due to their use by transit, but
their distance from the division's maintenance sites absorbs considerable resources.

Asset condition and needs
The amount of work and associated costs of maintaining and preserving different types of asset inventory
varies considerably. For analysis purposes, Road Services is classifring specific urrèt, as their ,.product,;
inventory in order to estimate overall infrastructure needs. The products include roadways, bridges,
drainage (catch basins, pipes, and open ditches), traff,rc control infrastructure (markings, signs, signals),
and roadside features (such as guardrail and pedestrian wallsvays). These products u"ãounifo, thã largest
investment in infrastructure, have an ongoing need to be preserved, are suùject to regulatior-r, and are
interdependent and critical to the functioning of the road system.

The available data on the condition of the inventory varies greatly. For example, the division has
historical, cutrent, and location-specific data on the conditiõn, cost, and performance of pavement and
bridges' However, drainage and roadside condition ratings exist only byìandom sample, and the division
has limited information on the condition of individual traffic control assets.

Despite the variation in data availability, it is clear from the division's limited analysis that the road
system is deteriorating at a faster rate than initially thought. Road Services must take a long-term
perspective and increase our efforts to preserve roads and bridges. For example:

o Pavement testing performed in2012 indicated thatl0 percent of the approximately 450-mile
arterial roadway system is in need of reconstruction or rehabilitation. To reduce this backlog of
work by one-tenth in the next six years (the span of the oapital improvement plan) would require
an investment of over $14 million per year. To reduce the backlog by a quarter over the next six
years would require a $70 million annual investment.

' More than 30 percent of the County's 180 bridges are structurally deficient or functionally
obsolete. Five bridges currently have load or height limits. The County has closed the old South
Park Bridge, Alvord T Bridge, and Miller River Bridge in recent years when these bridges could
no longer be safely kept open.

¡ About $20 million per year for 7 5 years is needed for lifecycle replacement of long-span bridges
(over 20 feet). This figure does not take into account thatmany of the bridges in the inventory
have already reached the end of their design life. When this is taken into account, the required
investment increases to $29 million per year for the replacement of three bridges per year.

' A $2.3 million annual investment (over a five-year period) is needed to reduce a backlog of 10
short-span bridges that should be replaced because oftheir age and condition.

Drainage system and other asset categories show simila¡ deterioration and a growing backlog of work.
For example:

There is currently a $90 million backlog of drainage project needs, and more projects are added to
the backlog every year. At the current investment level of $6 million per year, that backlog will
grow to $118 million by 2020. An annual investment of $15 million per year would reduce the
backlog of needs in2020 by 80 percerÍ.,to $24 million.

a
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a

a

a

Catch basins are cuffently cleaned on average once every three years. Increasing this frequency to

once per year in order to meet permit and proper maintenance requirements would requiie an

additional $1 million per year.

The system ofroadside ditches is currently cleaned on a cycle ofevery 30 years. To keep

roadside ditchês in pioper working order would require bucket-ditching tho system every five
years at an additiorial cost of $7 million per year.

The division maintains more than 850 milos of gravel shoulders that need; grading to ensure

proper drainage, a function thât directly irnpacts the physical condition of the trâvelled way. '

ly graded on a c¡],cle of every 17 years. pnsuring properly functioning
system to be graded every 1'6 mortths'at an 4dditional cost of
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Chapter 8

Strategic Policy F ramework

The King County road network serves the 250,000 residents of the unincorporated area by providing
access to their homes and properties, travel routes to work, school, Íecreation, businesses and other
services. An equally large number of people who live outside the unincorporated area also use the
network for their transportation needs. County roads link cities, counties and rural destinations together,
to the greater regional transportation system, and to other vital services.

Based on the analyses done for this plan, the following policy framework was developed to guide the
future direction of Road Services.

Composition of the county road network-The unincorporated arearoad network should:
¡ Consist of roads outside the Urban Growth Area
¡ Provide connections between cities and to rural destinations.

o Form an integrated system free ofisolated service areas.

. Emphasize interconnected routes allowing through travel.

. Support the mobility needs of unincorporated King County residents.

The County should add new roads to the network only if they are consistent with these purposes or if they
are new plats and the County has the financial ability to maintain and preserve additional infrastructure.
The County will work to reduce responsibility for "orphan" road segments in the urban areas that are
difficult to serve and will identiff options for the management of roadways in the absence of adequate
resources to address critical road operational and safety concerns until more funding is available.

Prioritization of responsibilities - Road Services will shive for the following outcomes for program
areas and deliverables, in the listed order of priority:

L Addressing safety needs and complying with legal mandates.

2. Preservation of the existing roadway facilities network.

3. Managing and enhancing mobility through system efficiencies.

4. Addressing concurency-driven roadway capacity needs.

Safety and legal mandates - Enhancing the safety of the users of King County's roadway network
while meeting local, state, and federal standards is inherent in all of the Road Services Division's program
areas and deliverables. We strive to enhance safety as we design, build, maintain, and manage .oaã*uy..
Although funding and resources are lirnited, the division will consider safety, standards, and legal
requirements as the highest priorities for all progïam areas and deliverables. Currently this means that
mobility and capacity improvements will be unfunded. Road Services will continue to develop a plan for
systematically addressing the prioritized road-related safety issues that exceed its current financial capacity.

Operational model - Road Services will give high priority to asset management in the Rural Area to
make data-driven decisions about service delivery and to minimize infrastructure lifecycle cost to the
extent feasible with available funding. This approach recognizes that the Rural Area roads will be the
County's long-term assets, and places a priority on maintenance and preservation of the rural roadway
system. The gap between curent revenues and what would be required to maximize asset lifecycles is
reflected in the 'Future Service Level Analysis' section. Critical safety and regulatory needs, as defined in
this plan, will be addressed independent of urban/rural location.
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Contract services provided to other jurisdictions/agencies - Road Services will pursue contracting

opportunities when those services provide mutual benefit to King County and the contracting jurisdiction,

and do not materially reduce the capacity of the division to provide services to the County's network. A
full discussion of this topic is in Appendix B.

Roads hierarchy - Road Services will prioritize the road hierarchy as follows in order to keep the most

vital components of the road system operational for customers:

L Lifeline routes
2. Arterial roads
3. Sole-access local roads
4. Other local access roads.

Risk management approach - Road Services will allocate resources using a risk management approach

that balances the likelihood, consequences, and costs ofinfrastructure failure and potential solutions to

achieve the following desired outcomes (in priority order):

1. Protecting life safety
2. Preventing private property damage
3. Preventing asset damage
4. Preventíng environmental damage
5. Preservingmobility.

In addition to these operational risks, Road Services should also assess and mitigate regulatory,
compliance, reputational, and other business risks.

Road system failures and potential long-term closures - Given the increasing gap between
infrastructure needs and available funding, Road Services will be facing road system failure scenarios

beyond the division's financial capacity to address. Road Services shall develop a process for long-term
closures that includes the following:

o First, evaluate the failure to determine whether it is caused by County-owned road infrastructure,

utilities in the right-of-way, or a natural or man-made incident.

o Second, evaluate the options for repair, restriction, or full/partial closure of the road in

accordance with the roads hierarchy and risk management policies established in this plan, the

impacts on the community, and the available funding resources.

¡ Communicate with affected stakeholders (residents, businesses, utility companies, other

govemment agencies, etc.) to keep them informed and seek input on potential response

alternatives.

o Work with agencies or private property owners to recover costs associated with repairs or

replacement when their infrastructure, within or adjacent to the road right-of-way, has caused or

contributed to the failure or they would benefit from the repair.

Use of the road network by other public/private entities - The road right-of-way serves a vital
function, not just for transportation, but also as a pathway for delivery of other important community
services such as water, sewer, stormwater control, energy, and communications. Other service providers

should continue to be required to accommodate modifications to the right-of-way, and should pay for
their use and their appropriate share ofrepairs related to their use, in order to help preserve these vital
corridors.
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Management of work facilities and properties - The Road Services Divisions work complexes,
facilities and properties are essential to support the delivery ofservices to the public. Theyìhould:

. Be located so that services can be delivered in a timely and cost-effective way.

¡ Contain the rippropriate faciliiies to meet work requirements and regulatory mandates and provide
safe, healthy work space for employees.

. Be maintained, preserved, and replaced according to asset management principles.
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Chapter 9

Goals and Strategies

The following goals and strategies grew out of the analyses for this plan concerning challenges, road
system assets, funding, and alternative service delivery scenarios as well as the policies outlined in the
previous section. They also respond to views expressed by Road Services customers. These goals and

strategies will guide the Road Services Division for the next 10 years.

There are two types of goals. "What we deliver" goals articulate what the division intends to accomplish,
and "how we deliver" goals articulate how the division intends to conduct its work. In general, "what"
goals relate to the products and services provided tothe public, and "how" goals speak to the internal
aspects of services (such as cost-efficiency).

The "what we deliver" goals are:

Goal 1: Prevent and respond to immediate operational life safety and property darnage hazards.

Goal2: Meet regulatory requirements and standards in cooperation with regulatory agencies.

Goal3: Preserve the existing roadway facilities network.

Goal 4: Enhance mobility (movernent of people and goods) by facilitating more efficient use of
the existing road system.

Goal 5: Address roadway çapacity when necessary to support growth targets in the urban area.

The "how we deliver" goals are:

Goal 1: Exercise responsible financial stewardship.

Goal 2: Provide responsive customer service and public engagement.

Goal 3: Enhance the use of risk assessment.in decision making.

Goal 4: Support the effectiveness of our workforce in a rapidly changing environment.

"What we deliver" goals
(ftrote: These goals are in priority order)

Due to the structural funding challenge and the absence qf additional funding to address the backlog of
critical infrastructure preservation and maintenance needs, over the next 10 years the Road Services
Division will focus on immediate operational safety needs, regulatory compliance, and maintenance and
preservation of the road system. Consistent with the policy direction outlined previously, the five goals

below are listed in priority order. These priorities will serve as an important guide for future resource
investment. Road Services will focus on the goals shown on the following pages, in priority order:

Goal 1: Prevent and respond to irnmediate operational life safefy and property damage hazards.

Imrirediate operational life safety hazards are situations or road conditions that, if not addressed, have the

direct potential to result imminently in injuries or death. Property damage hazards involve road conditions
or defects fhat may result in substantial damage to road system assets and public or private property.
Some examples of prevention and response could include, but are not limited to, the following:
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1) removing obstructions in the traveled roadway; 2) mowing hazardous vegetation that signihcantly
diminishes visibility at intersections; 3) plowing or de-icing lifeline routes that serve hospitals and public
safety facilities; 4) addressing demonstrated high accident locations through traffic control or road design
improvements; 5) repairing significant pavement defects in heavily traveled locations; 6) replacing a
damaged stop sign or repairing a malfunctioning traffic signal; 7) cleaning a blocked stream culvert; or
8) inspecting infrastructure after an earthquake or flood.

Strategies

1. Although the funding for roads is limited, immediate operational life safety and property damage
hazard prevention/response is fundamental and we will address them first in all Road Services
program areas and deliverables.

2. When resources are insufficient for corrective action, response to hazards may include temporary
or permanent closure of road/bridge facilities or other usage restrictions.

3. Continue to evaluate and prioritize road-related safety needs that currently exceed the Road
Services Division's financial capacity.

4. Address conditions or situations that are not immediate operational life safety or property hazards
through maintenance and preservation activities informed by the risk-management framework
described in "Ho\,v we deliver" goal number three later in this plan,

Goal 2: Meet regulatory requirements and standards in cooperation with regulatory agencies.

Regulatory requirements and standaiils are aspects of the division's business that.are mandated by l.aw.
Failure to comply with such mandates can result in significant fines, potential harm to citizens, propeúy,
or the environment; potential for third-parly lawsuits; and ineligibility for certain types of grant funding.

Strategies

1. Concentrate efforts on requirements and standards related to safe design, construction, and
maintenance of roadway infrastructure.

2. Focus on compliance activities that best minimize risks and consequences.

3. Identif,z efficiencies to help streamline compliance.

4. When appropriate, engage regulatory agencies, including King County, to seek modif,rcations,
exceptions, or deferrals with appropriate compliance schedules that optimize outcomes within
available resources.

Goal3: Maintain and preserve the existing roadway facilities nètwork.

Strategies

1. Continue to develop a roads asset management program to guide capital and operating investment
and resource deployment decisions. The division has long-standing programs for pavement and
bridge condition; this new system looks at all of the assets owned and operated by the division.
The program should identifu what needs to be done to minimize infrastructure lifecycle costs,
what actually can be done given available resources, and the backlog of needs and the
consequences of not addressing them.

2. Assess and document the condition of key road system assets;regularly update this data and share
with the public and policymakers to inform discussions on funding and service levels.
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3. Actively develop a range of options that outline tlie funding necessary to assess, maintain, and

preserve the existing road system, prevent degradation ofasset condition and service levels, and

address the backlog of deficient and obsolete facilitiès. Provide options describing the impact on

the road and bridge assets at different funding levels to local, state, and regional bodies that play a
role in funding decisions. Options should be available as a resource for public consideration and

debate on levels of funding and service.

4. Focus efforts on keeping the most vital components of the road system-as defined by function,
traffic volume, and access options-open and operational for customers in the following priority
order:
l) Iifeline routes
2) arterial roads
3) sole-access local roads
4) other local roads.

Note that at tlte tíme this plan is being written, revenues are insufficient to ødequately address Goal 1,

to prevent and respond to safeþ hdzards; GoaI 2, to meet regulatory mandates; and Goal 3, to maintain
and preserve lhe roadway network. No resources are available to øddress Goal 4, lo enltance mobilíty
or GoaI 5, to address capacily needs; however, tltese goøls are included here because they would be

nddressed if sufficient resources were to become øvailable,

Goal 4: Enhance mobility (movement of people and goods) by facilitating more efficient use of the
existing road system.

Strategies

1. Preserve existing mobility by keeping the road system in a state of good repair to minimize
service disruptions resulting from structural degradation and safety-relatedroad or bridge
closures.

2. Implement mobility improvements in conjunction,with preservation and maintenance projects
when it is cost-effective to do both at the same time, andlor when distinct funding sources can be

used for the mobility enhancement components.

3. Maximize the efficient use of existing roads through operational improvements, including things
such as signal timing, intelligent transportation systems (ITS), turn lanes or roundabouts, transit
signal priorþ, and speed limit modif,rcations.

4. Seek funding sources such as user-based fees, grants, and regional funding mechanisms, in
addition to the unincorporated area levy and other current revenue sources, to pay for road
improvements whose sole purpose is to enhance or improve the movement of people and goods.

Goal 5: Address roadway capacity when necessary to support adopted growth targets.

Strategies

1. Consistent with the King County Comprehensive Plan, capacity improvements to support urban
growth will only be considered on:

a. Roads in the urban unincorporated area.

b. Rural regional corridors where the added capacity will not increase new growth inconsistent
with growth targets in the rural unincorporated area.
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2. Seek regional funding contributions, city cost sharing, and/or user-based fees when capacity
improvements or road maintenance is primarily needed to serve city residents (or facilitate
achievement of city growth targets) or residents of other counties rather than residents of King
County's unincorporated area.

3. Encourage the state to improve state facilities that affect transportation concurrency in unincorporated
King County, and seek grant funds to offset the cost of design and construction of necessary
rmprovements.

4. Seek distinct funding sources such as user-based fees, developer funds to mitigate impacts, grants,
and regional funding mechanisms separate from the road fund, to pay for road capacity improvements
and growth-related maintenance needs.

"How we deliver" goals
(Note: These goals are not prioritized,)

Goal 1: Bxercise responsible financial stewardship.

Strategies

1. Deliver projects and services on time and within budget in the quickest and most effective
manner.

2. Seek the most efficient organizational structure and core staff competencies to deliver Road
Services Division programs and services.

3. Utllize performance measures and best practices to continually identiff and implement
operational efficiencies that bring down the costs ofproviding services and track the effectiveness
of irnprovements.

4. Utllize partnerships and provision of contract services to cities and other agencies to achieve
efficiencies and economies of scale, where such affiliations do not materially reduce the capacity
of the division to provide services to the county's network.

5. Use asset management practices to support:

a. Effective everyday resource allocation decisions that better meet desired operating and
maintenance service levels.

b. Strategic capital investment decisions to meet identified needs and goals

6. Articulate to the public and elected offrcials the consequences of defening capital projects and
maintenance work, both in terms of accelerated deterioration of infrastructure assets and
inflationary cost increases over time.

1. IdentifiT potential stable funding source(s) to resolve the structural funding problem associated
with the current outdated funding mechanisms for roads and bridges,

B. Identifl, potential regional or user-based funding mechanisms when improvements are needed to
support regional/cross-jurisdictional trips on unincorporated King County roads. When possible,
select projects that provide multiple benefits (for example, meet both preservation and mobility
enhancement goals).
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9. Consistent with the Growth Management Act and King County and regional policies, work
actively with cities and the state to transfer responsibility for isolated urban roads to the adjacent

city. These include half-streets (i.e., one side owned by a city and the other by the County), roads
completely surrounded by city territory, and roads located on the urban growth boundary where
consistent urban services are most appropriate

Goal 2: Provide responsive customer service and public engagement.

Strategies

1 Proactively inform road users about the level and fiequency ofservice available in the
unincorporated area under existing funding.

2. Provide timely, consistent, and clear two-way communication with customers.

3. Use information technology to enhance communication and promote widespread sharing of
information (such as road closures and emergency notifications) and improve access to services
and their ease of use.

4. Foster collaboration with road users to identifu for elected officials potential solutions to roads

funding and service delivery challenges.

5. Provide a vartely of opportunities for public input on projects and decisions (such as community
advisory groups, websites, etc.). Communicate in multiple languages when necessary to meet
communify needs.

6. Provide tirnely information about emergency situations and life safety hazards (such as response
to snow or ice conditions, road hazards, etc.).

Goal 3: Enhance the use of risk assessment in decision-making.

Snarcgies

Use a risk-management approach to direct limited financial resources. The approach wjll be based

on the following priorities:
1) Protecting life safety
2) Preventing private propeffy damage
3) Preventing asset damage
4) Preventing environmental damage
5) Preserving mobility

2. Develop and implement a risk evaluation tool to address both asset management-related risks, and

risks related to other business practices and decisions.

3. To protect life safety, consider both engineered (capital and operational improvements) and
behavioral (education and enforcement activities) approaches to decreasing dangerous behaviors
and reducing collisions, injuries, and fatalities. Evaluate the costs and benefits of these
approaches when considering funding levels.

4. Explore the use of Practical Design, a strategy currently being implemented at the state level to
deliver focused benefits for a transportation system while working with the realities of a fiscally
constrained fundin g environment.
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Goal 4: Support the effectiveness of our workforce in a rapidly changing environment.

Strategies

1. During times of significant transition and challenges, continue striving to attract, retain, and
support a skilled, diverse, and productive workforce.

2. Provide available career development services to employees, ìncluding career hansition support
when staff reductions are necessary.

3. Manage change and further develop employee adaptation skills through communication and
training.

4. Engage employees in identification and implementation of workplace improvements and
efficiencies.

5. Encourage teamwork, collaboration, and creative problem solving.

6. Acknowledge exceptional performance.

7. Seek opportunities to parher with labor unions to improve services and promote workforce
effectiveness.

8. Develop and implement a succession plan to identify and develop people with the potential to fill
key leadership positions in the division.
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Chapter 10

Future Service Level Analysis

Given the needs for road system improvement and maintenance, and the shoftfall in funding, how can
Road Services achieve the goals in this plan?

As directed in the 2010 plan, the division has adopted an assetmanagement operational model based on
industry best practices with an ultimate goal of minimizing capital and operating costs over the entire
asset life cycle. While the division does not curently have adequate resources to optimize asset life cycles,
we have employed asset rnanagement principles to sharpen our ability to forecast maintenance,
preservation and replacernent needs; to estimate corresponding costs based on inventory quantities and
unit prices; and to predict the resulting condition and risk profiles associated with various levels of
funding.

Roads Asset Management Program
The purpose of the roads asset management program is to make the most cost-effective operating and
capital investments-from maintenance through preservation and replacement-at whatever funding level
is available-in accordance with this strategic plan, other County policy, and FHWA/WSDOT guidance.

Since the 2010 plan was published, Road Services has established a robust framework for asset

management. We have defined asset data requirements; specified standards of care; migrated asset data

from separate sources into a single GlS-based inventory; and are in the final stages of implementing a

computerized maintenance and asset management system. Over the next decade the division will leverage
the information and tools of this framework to assess and manage its assets - from needs identification
through replacement or decommissioning.

The analysis of future service needs summarized in the following section has been informed by the
division's progress in asset management over the past few years and new systems developed since 20 1 0.

It encompasses a more detailed understanding of the needs of individual asset components of the system,
including roadway, bridge, drainage, traffic control, and roadside infrastructure. In addition, several
assumptions and methodologies have been revised since the 2010 plan and are outlined below.

a Annexations - The 2010 plan assumed, per County policy and forecasts at the time, that the

entire urban area would be annexed or incorporatedby 2075, so the needs and cost analysis in the

2010 included only the rural area. Those annexations have not materialized and the County has

since revised its annexation forecasts. Therefore, this plan update assumes that annexationp will
take place slowly over the next 10 years and that Road Services will continue to serve both the

rural area and a diminishing portion of the unincorporated urban area during that timeframe.

Planning horizon - The 201 0 plan covered a five-yeartimeframe, whereas this plan covers 10

years (2014-2024). During this period a certain amount of asset inventory will be lost due to
annexations, as noted above. The County will also gain some new asset inventory as a result of
new development, and the costs of caring for infrastructure will grow,because of inflation and

other factors; these changes this will likely offset any cost savings from annexation of roads. The
road levy growth limits will have a continuing detrimental impact on the road fund as inflation
for labor and other costs outpaces revenue growth.

Proxy analysis vs. more robust system analysis - The 2010 plan used a proxy methodology,
extrapolating from a subset of assets, to estimate needs and costs. This updated analysis uses a

more comprehensive and detailed service level model methodology based on more robust

information about asset inventories, standards of care, and task unit costs. With this more

a
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comprehensive method, we have identified a larger number of system needs and therefore a
higher cost than the 2010 estimates.

¡ New standards and needs - The analysis estimates needs and costs associated with
reconstructing County-owned arterial roadways in accordance with cunent standards, including
new standards for water quality. These new standards, together with a deeper understanding of
the extent ofroad reconstruction needs, results in added costs since the 2010 plan.

o New regulatory requirements - The analysis recognizes the increased costs associated i¡¿ith new
regulatory lequirements such as stormwater treatment.

o Maintenance facility needs - Based on the division's concurrent work on facilities master
planning, the analysis includes the estimated costs associated with maintaining, repairing,
reconstructing and potentially relocating road maintenance facility complexes.

o Aging and deteriorating infrastructure - The King County road system is the oldest in the
state-some roads are over 100 years old, and portions of the drainage infrastructure we still
depend on are more than 70 years old. Infrastructure is deteriorating and failing at an escalating
rate because we are no longer able to do needed preventive repair, replacement and even
maintenance. Therefore, since roads have continued to deteriorate,the baseline condition of the
road system that we used to determine needs and cost estimates is lower than it was when the
2010 plan was developed, resulting in a higher need,

The changes incorporated in this updated analysis have resulted not only in better estimating abilities, but
also in the identif,rcation ofa larger set ofinfrastructure needs and associated costs.

Service level scenarios
The division currently estimates that it would cost $350 million annually-for a period that is longer than
the life of this shategic plan-to fully address the curent backlog of needs, embark on an asset
management prggam that produces the lowest life cycle cqsts, address the division,s futurç maintenance
facility needs, and systematically accomplish the road capacity, mobility and non-motorized needs
identified in the Transportation Needs Report. The estimated cost in the 2010 plan was $240 million.

In comparison, from 2014 through2024 the forecast available road firnd will average about $90 million
annually. Given current financial constraints, the division will face difficult decisions about which assets
will be allowed to deteriorate, which will be subject to load limits or other restrictions, and which will be
closed.

The division used a new service level modeling tool to generate three scenarios for this update, each
characterized by varying work programs, expenditures,.condition outcomes, and risk profiles. The
scenarios a¡e the same aS those presented in the 2010 plan except for the adciition of maintenance facility
needs in the analysis. The scenarios are as follows:

l. Maximize asset lifecycles
2. Moderatp the decline in asset condition
3. Manage risk in a declining system

An estimated $350 million would be required to accomplish all of the identified road system needs. For
purposes of this plan, we are describing three scenarios that do not include capacity improvements since
those are the lowest priority.
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Scenario 1: Maximize asset lifecycles
In this scenario, Road Services would significantly reduce the backlog of maintenance and preservation
needs and continue to maintain the system's assets at the lowest life-cycle cost. The asset management
plan would be informed by infrastructure conditions and risks, and both factors would play an equal role
in the development of preservation projects to reconstruct roads, bridges, and drainage systems and bring
the overall system up to optimum conditions,

In order to maximize asset lifecycles, Road Services would have to improve the condition of the entire
roadway system (including bridges, pavement, drainages, shoulders, etc.) to a point that allows for cost-
effective planned maintenance and tiniely reconstruction or replacement. While thi.s approach would be

very costly up front because of the large number of existing defìcient assets, it would reduce long-term
costs and rninimize liability. This scenario also includes investment in ongoing mobility and safety
upgrades to existing infrasfructure.

The annual revenue needed to accomplish this scenario is estimated qt 8330 million.

Scenario 2: Moderpte the decline in asset condition
In this scenario, Road Services would maintain the road system in its current (albeit deteriorated)
condition in the short term; however, we would delay additional deterioration through aggressive
maintenance and repair. The asset management plan would be informed by infrastructure conditions and

risks, but the risk component would be more likely to drive the development of projects.

Road Services wou,ld make modest targeted investments in roadway and bridge replacement or
reconstruction to aVoid cumulative future deterioration. The division would use a cost-effective planned
maintenance approach'as opposed to reactive maintenance, but would not be able to improve the asset

enough to achieve the lowest lifecycle cost. Instead, the division would attempt to maintain the existing
functionality of the system for as long as possible and slow the current decline. However, deterioration
would inevitably opcur over time and would ultimately have to be addressed.

Pavement condition and drainage systems would experience the most noticeable impacts; pavement
condition scores would trend downward and more localized flooding might occur as a result of deferred
maintenance and preservation of drainage infrastructure. The public would likely experience more
temporary road closures as unscheduled repairs were done.

The annual reyenue needed to accomplish this scenario is estimated at 8200 rnillion.

Scenario 3: Manage risk in a declining system

In this scenario Road Services faces a number of difficult choices as the system deteriorates to failure
conditions, and the division is forced to seleotively maintain the current condition of portions of the
system, while in other portions.deterioration continues largely unabated. The asset management plan
would be informed by infrastructure conditions and risks, but the risk component is less likely to drive the
development of projects and more likely to determine decisions regarding incremental closures of the
system and lowering levels of service.

Tlie division would provide basic levels of maintenance and snow removal services, but maintenance
needs and costs would accelerate steeply as infrastructure conditions deteriorate. Only a limited number
of roads, bridges, or drainage pipes would be reconstructed or replaced. Therefore, more bridges would
have to be load-limited to prevent further damage. Arterial roadways would receive some level of surface
treatment, but overall pavement conditions would worsen, and some would need to be posted for reduced
speeds. The situation would also lead to additional lane closures for emergency repairs, increased congestion,
diminished useful life of pavement overlays, more flooding of roads and private property, and potential
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closures of certain "redundant" roads (i.e., roads with alternative routes) because of poor condition and
safety issues.

The annual revenue needed to accomplish this scenario is estimated at $I l0 m.illion.

Table 1, shown on the following pages, summarizes the characteristics and impacts of the three service
scenarios analyzed.

Table 1. Alternative Scenarios for Service Delivery

u The Pavement Condition Score (PCS) is a standard government pavement condition measrlre. Scores correspond
to the following categories: 50-100 good to excellent; 30-49 fair; 0-29 poor.
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Annual Revenue
Needed

$330 million $200 million $110 million

Capacity/System
Enhancement
Proiects

None None None

Maintenance Maintain lowest life
cycle.condition ratings,
eliminated or highly
reduced backlogs and
risks

Reasonable conditions
and moderately reduced
backlogs/risks

Substandard and
declining asset
condition with growing
backlogs and increasing
risk

Bridges
(Inventory: 180 )

o Improves current
condition-keeps up
with the replacerient -
rehabilitation backlog

o 4 short span and 3 long
span replacements per
year

. Condition similar to
cuffent levels, but
deterioration is slowed
over time

¡ 2 short span and 2 long
span replacements

¡ Eventual load limits,
proactive load limiting
to prevent damage,
potential closure of
"redundant" facilities

r I short span
replacement per year

. Nb long span
replacements

Drainage . 1,6 fish culverts/year
¡ Reduces other drainage

backlog over 2/3 by
2024

. 8 fish culvefis/year
r Reduces other drainage

backlog over 1/3 by
2024

. 4 fish culverts/year
¡ Reduces other

drainage backlog V+

by 2024

Roadway
Reconstruction -
arterials only
(Inventory :
450 miles)

Backlog down25Yoby
2024

Backlog down 5% by
202:4

No reconstruction

Roadway Surface
(Inventory =
1,500 miles)

Maintain weighted
pavement condition
scores lwPCS) of 7o for
arterial and local system

Maintain WPCS of 70
for arterials and 60 for
locals

Maintain WPCS of 55
for arterials and 40 for
locals
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Mainten ance facilities Fully implement Facilities
Master Plan (FMP)
recommendations,
including asset lifecycle
management, repairs,
functional upgrades, and
long-term investment in
¡ehabilitation or
reDlacement

Implement most FMP
recommendations,
including repairs, fu nctional
upgrades, and long-term
investment in rehabilitation
or replacement

Addless urgent, high-
priority repairs and

replacements identified in
the FMP

Proactive vs.
Reactive

Allows cost-effective
planned vs. reactive
maintenance

Facilitates more cost-
effective planned vs.
reactíve maintenance;
unscheduled ¡epairs and

associated temporary
road closures will still be
likely to occur

Reactive-little pìanned
maintenance;
needs/costs accelerate
as infrastructure
condition deteriorates

Regulatory
Compliance

Met over time Met over time Met over time

Limited capacilyEmergency and
Storm Response

Iligh capacþ Improved capacily

Grant Funding Avoids loss offederal
storm reimbursement
and bridge granis

Avoids loss of federal
storm reimbursement
and bridge grants

Limited

Mobility
Improvements

Reduces backlog of
intelligent transportation
system (ITS) projects
and non-motorized
(pedestrian/bike)
improvementsby 213 by
2020

Limited mobility
improvements provided
in conjunction with
maintenance and
preservation projects

May include limited
grant-funded non-
motorized
improvements

Stabilized Escalate as risk
mcreases

Claims Reduced

Where we are today (20L4)
With no change in existing revenue sources, road revenues are forecast to be $90 million on average
annually for the life of this plan. At this funding level the division will primarily function as a reactive
organization with little to no proactive maintenance or preservation investment and growing emergency
repairs and closures. In dddition, inflation will continue to reduce the division's capacity to respond tb
infrastructure needs. Over the nexT25 years 35 bridges will need to be closed ,72 miles of roadway will
deteriorate to the point ofsignificant restrictions or closures (speed reductions, lane or full road closures),
and 65 percent of the stormwater system will like-ly fail causing sinkholes, Iocal flooding, and washouts
that can keep roads closed for weeks or in some cases indefinitely.

The county will work to,reduce responsibility for "orphan?'road segments in the urban areas that are

difficult to serve, and will identify options for the management of lower tier roadways in the absence of
adequate resources to address critical road operational and safety concerns.

Risk management
Given that a significant portion of the short- and long-term decisions facing Road Services will focus on
risk management, the division is working with the County's Risk Management office to develop a plan
that evaluates the risks associated with maintenance and engineering activities. The plan will be
integrated with the asset management strategy, and initially used at the policy level, but further refined in
the future to guide decision making on a day-to-day basis by field personnel and engineering staff. The
risk management plan will use the Counfy's current standard format, a five-by-five heat chart that plots
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the likelihood of a risk against the potential consequences. Two examples of a heat chart are presented in
figures 5 and 6.

Fig. 5

Shoulder Maintenance Task
Shoulder maintenance is performed to smooth and reshape gravel shoulders to flx and prevent rutting and drainage
problems. Too much material on the shoulder can prevent proper drainage, causing cracking and rutting problems.
Too little material can cause big drop-offs from the roadway to the shoulder.

Consequences - Asset ls damaged or degra ding,
increaslng llfecycle cost up to 75%
Llkellhood - Could occur at least weekly

Legend: A = Asset dama ge, P=Private property damage, E = Environmental damage,
M = Mobi lity loss, R = Reg u latory risk, S = Llfe safety

Fig. 6
Vegetation Maintenance Task
This task includes shoulder mowing and hand brushing to remove significant sight-distance obstructions due to
overgrown vegetation. This provides safer driving condilions for motorists and safer shoulders for pedestrians,
bicyclists and equestrians. The more mowing is performed, the less hand brushing is needed, since mowing can keep
small seedlings from growing into trees that become too large in diameter to mow.

result

Legend: A=Asset damage, P-Private property damage, EoEnvironmental damage,
M= Mobìlity loss, R= Regulatory risk, 5=Life safety

Shoulder maintenance and vegetation management were chosen for these examples because tþey highlight
how the decision to perform certain tasks over others may have unintended consequences. For example,
the public may wish to understand why the division spends a significant amount of resources trimming
vegetation, when maintaining shoulders more regularly would better preserve the roadway asset and
prevent the need for costly reconstruction. In this case, thé risk management analysis indicates that while

Likelihood 1

lnsignificant
2

Minor
3

Moderate l\í", 5

Catastrophic

5 Almost certain

¡:i#i4 Likely

3 Moderate
T

2 Unlikely

1 Rare

CONsEQUENCE

Likellhood t
lnsignificant

2
Minor

5

Gtastrophic

5 Almost certain

4 Likely

3 Moderatê

2 Unlikely

I Rare

CONsEQUENCE
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not maintaining shoulders degrades the overall asset condition, vegetation management (in particular
maintaining sight distances at intersections) carries a much greater life safety risk and therefore should be

a priority.

The risk management plan will be an irnportant tool for prioritizing work, creating transparency in the

decision-making process, an{ for understanding and communicating the impacts of unmitigated risks, For
example, if catch basins are not cleaned, the risk of regulatory-related fines might be high, but the risk of
the basins becoming safety hazards is low. For this reason, the division might choose to delay some of
this work in order to complete other work that corrects a high safety risk, such as replacement ,of road
striping. In this case, the use of the risk management plan would not gliminate or reduce the regulatory
risk, but it will help County leadership make well.informed decisions.

Needs vs; revenues

Funding will be the key factor determining which service level scenario is achievable, as shown in Fig.,7.
Thip figure compares the needs and available revenues associated with the prioritized roads i'what we
deliver?' goals described in Chapter 9 (immediate operational life safety hazards, regulatory compliance,
maintenance and preservation, mob il ity, and capacit5i improvements).

It's also important to recognize that the same types of work may þe cafegoizedas different priorities
given a proactive or reactive environment. For the purposes of this needs analysis, each task was
categorized as safety, regulatory, etc. based upon its core function in a.proactive environment., For
example, filling potholes is typically considered a maintenance or prebervation aotivity at its core.
However, when that pothole reaches a certain size or d"pth, its priority may become one of safety.

Fig.7
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Chapter 11

Performance Measures - How will We Know This Plan is Making a
Difference?
Road Services tracks many performance metrics and uses them in internal program management,
management decision support, and public communications and reporting. These include basic output
measures such as number of miles of pavement overlay constructed or bridges replaced, outcome
measures such as percent of structurally deficient bridges, customer service measures such as avera1e
number of days to complete requests for pothole repair, and high level community indicators (that the
division has only partial influence over) such as the vehicle related fatality rate on unincorporated roads.

Given the current financial situation and the accelerating rate of decline of the system condition, data will
be an important tool to inform management decisions... The division is beginning to use a work ordere
tracking system that is tied to a GIS system. This will allow us to,generate a full work history, as well as
condition ratings for specific assets that can be used to develop corridor indicators ofsystem health. The
work order system will be fully implemented in 2014, and the combined condition ratings and work order
system will grow into a robust management tool over the coming years.

Road Services will be preparing a Line of Business Plan for submittal with the 2015-2016 biennial
budget. This plan will establish enhanced performance metrics grounded in the County's performance
management framework and informed by the Lean approach to process improvement. The metrics will
include quantity, quality, cost, and customer service components and include information such as the
following:

o Collision, injury and fatality rates for motorists, bicyclists and pedestrians

o Pavement, bridgè, diainage aid road shoulder infrastructure condition ratings-eventually a
conidor indicator will be possible

o System condition and asset failure indicators

. Financial indicators of the growing backlog and need will be updated as part of each budget
process.

Further details of these measures and metrics will be laid out in the 201 5-2016 Line of Business Plan.

s A work order is the mechanism used by the Road Services to assign, track, and record work performed. lt typically
provides a description of the work and associated tasks (e.g., assets installed, maintained, repaired or replaced),
location, projected and actual start and fìnish dates, and information about equipment, labor and materials.
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Chapter 12

Facilities Master Planning

In conjunction with this 2014 plan update, the division also engaged in a facilities master planning effort
to align the division's facilities management with its policies and strategic goals. As stated in the Strategic
Policy Framework chapter, the following SPRS policy provides overarching direction for facilities
management:

The Road Services Division's work complexes, facilities and propertìes are essential to
support the delivery of services to the public. They should:

o Be located so that services can be delivered in a timely and coist-effective way.

c Contain the appropriate facilities to meet work requirements, regulatory mandates, and
provide safe, healthy work space for employees.

o Be maintained, preserved, and replaced according to asset rnanagement principles.

The following section describes the Division's current facilities challenges and outlines guiding principles
and key considerations for locating and managìng facilities to support effective and efficient service
delivery. More detailed facilities information and analyses can be found in the Road Service Division's
business plan, per King County Code 2.10.064 and is available from the division upon request.

Background
Road maintenance and operations facilities are critical to support the division's mission. Maintenance
activities keep the County's road-related assets in working condition to maximize the public's investment
and provide for the safety of users. Some common activities include routine maintenance and repair of
pavement, bridge components, ditches, culverts, shoulders, and guardrail, as well as vegetation
management, debris removal, maintenance of traffrc control devices and road striping. A signif,rcant
number of environmental and regulatory complianee activities are also associáted with road maintenance.
Adequate maintenance facilities located in the right places and in good condition are necessary to support
the efficient provision of vital services to the traveling public.

The ability to respond to incidents and emergencies 24 hours a day, seven days a week is an important
part of operating a road network. Emergency response capability also helps keep the road system safe and
operational during severe weather and after earthquakes or other events. Exarnples of emergency response
activities include responding to significant accidents that impede travel; sanding, plowing and ice
prevention on snowy or icy roads; removing downed trees and clearing other debris caused by landslides,
storms or flooding; managing flood-related or other tvpes of emergency road closures; and completing
storm-related repairs to roadways and other assets such as drainage systêms, shoulders, and adjacent
slopes. Inspecting bridges and other infrastructure after earthquakes or other events is another critical
emergency response function.

Current facilities
The division currently has eight regional maintenance shops located around the count¡2, including remote
facilities on Vashon Island and in the Skykomish area near Stevens Pass. In addition, a maintenance
headquarters campus in Renton Serves as the primary location for central administration; specialty
functions like materials lab, traffic sign and signal shops; and other specialty services and equipment used

throughout the system. Regional maintenance shops need adequate space for crews, vehicles, multiple
pieces of equipment and materials, and functions such as waste disposal, truck washing and other similar
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activities. A fully functional regional shop site typically needs 35 to 40 acres for all of the storage and
operating functions required to provide maintenance services for.a wide geographic area.

Another I 1 sites located throughout King County are used for supplem enfary materials and equipment
stockpiling and storage, snow and ice or other emergency response, and project staging. A list and map of
the division's facilities can be found in Appendix G.

Many of the County's existing road maintenance facilities are old and require significant capital
improvements or have exceeded their useful lives and require replacement. Most are between 40 and 60
years old, with a few dating back to the early 1900s. These facilities were built or modified before the
wave ofannexations and incorporations that began in 1990 changed the geography ofour service area.
The division has already sold somq facilities, such as Bruggers Bog, that are in the now-
annexed/incorporated area. As the annexationL/incorporation trend continues, other facilities, like the
Issaquah and Star Lake regional maintenance shops, will have to be sold and the staff relocated.

Many facilities were not originally built as maintenance sites but have been adapted for that use. For
instance, the original jail on Vashon Island now serves as a maintenance storage and office facility. Some
do not meet current building standards or do not readily accommodate the needs of a modern workforce
and equipment inventory. Some facilities have inadequate heat, insuffrcient restrooms, or failing septic
systems. Some facilities have been plagued by leaking roofs, mold, or rodent infestations.

Other facilities may be in adequate physical condition, but do not meet necessary frmctional or
operational criteria - for example, they don't have adequate office space, or covered materials and
equipment storage, or a place to process road waste materials. An important purpose of the facilities
planning effórt was'to aSsess these issues and develop a plan for the future in oràer to provideãpþr'opriate
facilities to safely house staffand adequately serve the public.

Facilities guiding principles
The following principles are recommended to guide the management of road maintenance facilities and
properties.

a) Manage facilities and real estate properties to maximize service to the public, minimize costs,
limit liability, and protect property assets.

b) Design and maintain facilities so they are functional, efficient, and resilient during the normal
course of work and emergency events.

c) Seek to minimize travel time from facilities to service areas in order to maintain efficiency and
enable timely emergency response. Division analysis indicates aîaveragetravel time of 45
minutes or less is desirable and cost-eff,icient.

d) Pursue co-location opportunities with other agenoies when feasible, operationally beneficial, cost-
effective, and/or cost-neutral to the division.

e) In order to meet future property needs, the division may land-bank existing properties when the
potential has been demonstrated to meet specific, identified future operational needs of the
agency, especially when the property may be difhcult or impossible to replace in the future.

Ð Consider the most cost-effective and efficient way to meet system wide needs like vehicle
fueling, storage of materials and supplies, disposal or remediation of street wastes, and
vactor/decant waste processing and services.

g) Surplus excess properties to generate revenues following consideration of market conditions and
the costs of continued ownership.
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h) Retain resource properties (gravel, timber, etc.) for the division's own operational needs when
such use is likely to represent the most cost-effective option. The division may also choose to
generate revenue from resource extraction, such as mining or forestry, on its propefties when it is
financially benef,rcial and does not adversely impact road maintenance operations. However, the

division should not retain or manage properties specifically for long-term commercial resource

extraction purposes not related to road management.

i) Pursue potential alternatives and options for securing funds to support facility needs, upgrades,

and/or construction.

j) Whenever possible, allocate surplus operating properry sales proceeds to facility maintenance
and/or construction needs after the division's financial reserve requirements are met.

Key service delivery considerations
The division's facilities analysis identified three key service delivery issues that must be considered when
planning maintenance facilities: travel time, satellite facilities, and geography/topography as described
below.

Travel time
Travel time costs money and aifects efficiency of service delivery. Time spent traveling to and from job
sites or making round-trips to haul materials or wastes long distances during the work day is unproductive
time. Using Lean process improvement terminology, this would be considered a type of "transportation
waste," In addition to being unproduôtive, long travel times can also waste fuel and create excess vehicle
emissions. When locating facilities, travel time should be minimized to the extent feasible. The analysis

conducted for this plan indicates that the division should seek to keep travel time from facilities to the

work site to 45 minutes or less on average. Actual travel time will vary based on traffic and other
conditions, but this is a good frame of reference for planning purposes. In addition to cost and
productivity concerns, travel time can also be critically important when responding to road-related
emergency conditions.

Satellite sites for materials, equipment, and staff support
One way to reduce travel time and increase work efficiency and response time to incidents and

emergencies is to have "satellite" maintenance sites dispersed at strategic locations throughout the service
area. Such sites allow maintenance crews to more quickly access materials, supplies or equipment without
having to travel all the way back to a primary maintenance facility. These satellite sites can take the form
of basic materials storage depots for stockpiling sand, gravel or road salt, or more developed emergency
facilities that may house special equipment (such as snow plows) and provide crews with temporary
shelter from the weather, as well as restrooms and other staff health and safety functions.

Topography considerations

Topographic constraints can make it diffrcult to serve certain areas of the county during severe weather or
flooding. King County is large and geographically diverse. Many portions of the division's service area

are bifurcated by major rivers and subject to flooding. There is a wide variety of tenain, and a large
portion of the rural area is at higher elevations and significantly affected by snow and ice conditions. All
of this must be considered when siting primary or satellite maintenance facilities to ensure that portions of
the county do not become cut off from road services during severe weather conditions or other
emergencies. For example, when the Snoqualmie River floods, the communities to the east can become

isolated during flood events. A satellite emergency facility on the east side of the river would help to
provide continuity of services.
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The guiding principles and key service delivery considerations described above will help ensure that Road
Services has the right facilities in the right locations to effectively and eff,rciency serve the needs ofour
customers now and in the future.
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Chapter 13

Next Steps

As described in this plan, Road Services has a continuing and growing gap between available funding and

system need. The recession led to a deprease in property tax revenues, other revenues have been declining
or growing too slowly to match inflation, and the cost of doing business has been continuing to increase.

The funding situation, coupled with an aging road system, has resulted in a decline in the overall
condition and sustainability of the count¡z's road infrastructure, creating a growing backlog of
unaddressed preservation and maintenance needs. We are starting to restrict and close road and bridge
facilities as funding to repair or replace them is no longer available.

At the same time, the County's responsibilities for providing road services and infrastructure will remain
substantial. The twin challenges of reduced revenue and dcteriorating infrastructure mean it is necessary
to focus our resources on the most critical priorities of safety, maintenance, and extending the life of
existing facilities while doing our best to comply with a wide range of regulations and other legal
mandates.

fn order to address the fundamental intent of the polìcies and goals described in ilris plan, tlte County
would need to øchievefuture service delívery Scenario l: Mqximize asset lifecycles. This scenario calls
for the County to significantly reduce the backlog of maintenance and preservation needs, improve the
condition of the entire roadway system, and manage the system's assets at the lowest lifecycle costs.

However, given existing and projected revenue shortfalls, the Road Services Division will face difficult
decisions. Without additional revenue, the County will shive to provide a basic level of road services in
the unincorporated area, aftempting to prevent rapidly escalating repair costs and infrastructure failures.

Road Services should continue to pursue eff,rciencies and take action to better organize service delivery.

Efficiency
. Continue to use performance management business practices to identifu, evaluate and implement

efficiencies that help reduce the cost of services.

. Continue to pursue efficiencies through the more timely use of new information technology as Road

Services moves to a data-driven asset management approach. This approach will rely on GIS data that

provide detailed and complete information about asset conditions by location, allowing us to analyze

the condition of a singular asset, a class of assets, or corridor or road networks. When fully
implemented, this approach will increase our efficiency in identifying, inventorying, and monitoring
maintenance and preservation of the County's road network assets. It will allow the County to make

data-driven decisions in the selection aid prioritization of investmeúts as we strive to minimize life
cycle cost and maximize asset life within available funding.

o Continue to streamline the organization of the division as areas annex and the division's work shifts to

a more rural nature. For example, the division already has cut or reduced those programs that serve

primarily urban populations-such as the neighborhood, pedestrian, and school traffic safety
programs; signal design and engineering; development review of traff,rc impacts; traffrc data modeling;
transportation concurrency management; mitigation payment system planning; and non-motorized
planning. Some maintenance and special operations programs will continue to provide services, but
with a reduced workload as a result of annexations. As the capital program shifts away from larger

capacíty and other more urban improvements and moves toward a higher volume of rural safety and

preservation investments, Road Services also expects to see some workload reductions in civil design,

roads project management, bridge project management, and environmental studies and design.
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¡ Continue city contract work when it involves specialty skilled work that smaller agencies across the
county could not support on their own or easily acquire in the private sector. The city work helps the
County by funding a more stable team of experts to serve both county roads and cities. The centralized
nature of tlie traff,rc and engineering work groups, the relatively discrete nature of their work products,
and tlie less seasonal nature of the work makes the plaming and delivery of those services more
conslstent.

o Limit commitments to cities to perform general maintenance work when it poses a conflict with basic
work on county roads. At times, general maintenance work on county roads has been delayed or
deferred in order to accommodate seasonal or peak demands of,cities. As funding shortfalls lead to
more significant road failures, it will be more difficult to respond to both emerging county road issues
and scheduled city general maintenance work. This type of less specialized general maintenance work
can be undertaken by cities or external contractors.

Funding
. IdentiÛ potential funding choices that are consistent with this plan, the Puget Sound region's

transportation plan (Transportation 2040), and the King County Strategic Plan and would support
adopted service-level goals.

. Participate in an integrated and coordinated approach to resolving the problems with the region's
transportation funding structure that considers both the road and transit needs of the County.

. Since projected revenues are insuff,rcient to adequately manage the decline of the system, explore with
grant funding agencies ways to place a grqatçr emphasis on maintenance and preservation funding
instead of the traditional focus on capital improvements.

Staffing and organizational structure
. Ensure that the agency is right-sized to meet the demands of managing the road system and responding

to emergencies. Road Services will examine s1âffirig in eách budgét cyóle using the following factors:

o Changes in service area due to annexation
o Changes in regulatory requirements
o Changes in revenues and County priorities
o Changes due to shifts in CIP workload
o Changes in workload from contract cities, agencies and jurisdictions
o Changes in technology.

o Strive for a nimble and efficient organizational structure and staffing that provides for delivery of
services as prioritized in this plan.

Facilify planning
. Implement the recommendations of the facilities master planning chapter of this plan and continue to

evaluate opporhrnities to relocate or co-locate regional maintenance shops to meet the future needs of
the service area.

Conclusion
The County right-of-way and road and bridge network provide pathways between cities and other
counties. County roads and state highways are necessary links for the movement of people, utilities and
goods throughout the most urban and dense county in the state. These roads-built generations ago-are
failing, and there is insufficient funding to maintain and replace them. Our connectedness hinges not just
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on high-profile bridges and tunnels, but on thousands of miles of ordinary and unremarkable streets,

culverts and bridges that travelers mostly take for granted.

In King County, l3 percent of the total population pays for the roads that one million cars drive on every
day. This is because we are the only count| to have so completely implemented the state's Growth
Management Act, which calls for small, dense, urban areas of high-value properties to be annexed into
cities. The old system for funding county roads didn't contemplate growth management, and it doesn't
leave sufficient revenues to keep the system functioning even at current levels.

The County has worked to respond to the decline of more than one-third of the revenue available to care

for roads and bridges. However, despite many efforts to cut costs and achieve efficiencies, revenue
reductions of this magnitude ultimately require cuts in services. County roads outside of cities could see

the closure of 3 5 bridges as they become unsafe, restrictions on an estimated 72 miles of failing
roadways,.more slides and flooding from clogged and aging drainage, a two-thirds reduction in snow and

ice plowing, which will mean more comlrunities that are isolated and delays in restoring utilities.

This plan will help guide County employees to provide the most critical services and make difficult
decisions should funding gaps continue. And if additional revenues are identified to support roads, the
strategies in this plan will allow the County to best priorìtize the management of the system and the
organization of the work.
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Appendix A: Division Functions

Road Services' functions falJ into two primary categories: capital project delivery, and operations
and maintenance.

Capital project delivery

Every section in the division is involved in capital project work. Major work products and
services include the following:

Planning and programming sets priorities for preservation and improvement projects,
identifying improvements that will contl,ibute most effectively to the goals set for King County
roadways. Various prioritization processes are used to rank project needs related to
capacity, high accident locations/high accident road segments, long- and short-span
bridges, guardrail, traffic signals, pedestrians, intelligent tränsportation systems, vulnerable
road segments, small-scale operational irnprovements, and intersections. Products and
services include the ClP, the Transportation Needs Repoft ONR), the Annual Bridge Repod,
travel demand forecasting, and division-wide pedormance measures.

a

a
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Operations and maintenance

Road Services is responsible for maintaining and operating all assets within the right-of-way.
These include the traveled roadway; roadside assets such as pedestrian and bicycle pathways,
drainage systems and shoulders; and traffic control and management features such as signs,
striping, and signals. Emergency response activities that keep the road system safe and
operational during severe weather or other emergencies are an important area of service.

The following are the major work products and services:

. Road system maintenance and operations involves routine and major maintenance, repair,
and restoration of roads, drainage systems, shoulders, and other assets in the King County
right-of-way; removal of trees, vegetation, and debris that impacts roads; maintenance of
signs, signals, guardrails, road striping, and othertraffic control devices; bridge maintenance;
and environmental and regulatory compliance for division activities and facilities.

. Specialized engineering services support optimal operation of the transportation system.
Specific products and services include traffic engineering, intelligent transportation systems
support, and bridge and pavement inspections.

Project delivery is the process of designing and building projects in the adopted capital
improvement program. This includes developing and controlling project budgets, identifying
and obtaining grant revenues, determining the best project scope, and coordinating with
outside agencies and stakeholders. Major work products ànd services include project
management and coordination, contract management, and environmental permitting,
compliance, and mitigation. :.

Design and implementation services include design engineering and other professional
services to develop plans, specifications, and estimates as well as the construction
administration to manage road and bridge contractors. Major work products and services
include biddable and buildable plans; design and construction specifications; professional
engineering, survey, and righlof-way services; environmental engineering and analysis;
construction management; and materials and geotechnical testing.
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Emergency response encompasses activities such as sanding, plowiñg and ice prevention
on snowy or icy roads; removing downed trees.and clearing other debris from heavy rains,
flooding, and windstorms; managing flood-related or other types of emergency road
closures; and completing storm repairs to roadways and roadside assets such as drainage
systems, shoulders, and adjacent slopes.

Other respons¡bi lities

Road Services provides additional products and services as pad o{ managing a large and
complex road system. Some are not directly related to providing road and bridge infrastructure
to the public. Many are required by federal, state or local laws; others are essential aspects of
the division's commitment to customer service. Some examples:

. Providing public access to maps and records

. Reviewing public and private development proposals for potential impacts on transportation

. Operating a24-hour road help line

. Keepìng the public informed about major construction projects, road or bridge closures and
repairs, and other road services and activities

. Handling public inquiries and complaints

. Administering state and federal transpoñation grants for smaller cities and nonprofit
agencres

. lssuing permits for special uses of the road right-of-way

. Processing road vacations for property owners

. Developing the transportation element of the King County Comprehensive Plan and other
transpoft ation policies

. Managing transportation concurrency and other requirements of the state Growth
Management Act

. Operating regional stormwater disposal stations.
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Appendix B: Contract Services Framework and Proviso Response

The following framework was developed in the 2010 plan to guide implementation of Road Services
contract services agreements.

The Road Services Division will pursue contracting opporlunÍties when the provision of contract
services provides mutual benefit to King County and the customer agency/jutisdiction. The following
guidelines provide the framework for the Road Services Division's contract services agreements.

Meet full cost recovery requirements consistent with:
. State Accountancy Act
. Federal guidelines
. Generally accepted accounting principles

Balance King County and customer agency/jurisdiction needs according to the following
priorities:
. Priority 1- Maintenance and preservation of King County's unincorporated area road

network
. Pr:iority 2 - Services to.customer agencies/ jurisdictions having an established, ongoing

maintenañce program with the Road Services Division
. Priority 3 - Services to other customer agencies/ jurisdictions based on the amount of lead

time the requesting entity provides

Develop procedures for the delivery of contract services that address:
. Customer level of service expectations that reflect the priorities listed above

. Clear prioritization of work

. Process for handling work request changes

. Contracting options including a variety of service level optiong

. Available services and the assocîated costs'and benefits of specific service packages

. Method to address emergency and other response protocols

. Process for resolution of non-standard customer work requests

. Process for dispute resolution, including billing disputes

. Method to address customer-invoicing issues related to billing formats

While this framework continues to provide guidance for contract service agreements, Roa'd Services
was required to take a closer look at,its "regional road serviceb delivery models" in response to
Proviso P1 to Section 65 of the 2013 King County Budget Ordinance'17476. The proviso required a

work plan be developed which was transmitted to the council in March 201'3 and included the
following work tasks:

Reporl on historical Road Services Division contract services and identify trends;

Work with jurisdictions in a regional enga.gement process to shape potential changes to

contracting processes and services; and,

Use historical trends in service and input from outreach to develop a comprehensive regional

road services contracting approach to inform the 2015-2016 budget and update the Strategic

Plan for Road Services.

The materials in the remainder of this appendix comprise the products of this work effort

c
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Report on historical Road Services Division contract services and trends

The County provides three general types of service to cities: road maintenance; traffic maintenance,
and engineering services. Within each service types are various tasks like pothole patching, signal
maintenance and bridge inspections. While routine maintenance services are usually budgeted
annually in a single amount, the specific work orders may not be defined by the cities until the
service is needed. Sínce some work is heavily seasonal, like street sweeping in late fall, which the
County and the cities want to do at the same time,'requests for s'ervice caír conflict between
customers and either require deferral of services to unincorporated county roads or telling a
customer we are unable to provide service.

Generally speaking, the amount of road maintenance service provided to cities has been trending
down over the last five years, because many of the cities that once r:elied solely on the County now
have public works departments of their own that are fully capable of providing these services in-
house-, Additionally, cities have cut-back general maintenance services during the recession.

ln contrast, traffic maintenance services have been steady, wlrich is partially due to the fact that the
County is one of the few traffic and signal control design and maintenance providers In the region
and this work is,mandatory in nature. Engineering service trends are more sporadic due to the
variability of staffing required for large capital projects, but bridge ínspection and materials lab
services provided by the engineering group have remained relatively stable.

ChaÍs outlining the trends and historical types of services provided by Road Services during 2008 -
2012 are provided in figures B-1 to B-3.

Fig. B-1
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Fig. B-2
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The traffic maintenance crews (striping, signals, sign shop etc.) are very responsive and the
work product is well-received. The cities that purchase this service are pleased with it and

have no intention of looking for alternative service providers at this time.

The bridge inspection and materials lab services are also very good, and cities that purchase

this service are pleased with it and have no intention of looking for alternative service
providers at this time.

ln some instances, cities stated that road general maintenance crews could not reliably meet
schedules or budgets, and as a result, several cities were now contracting out the work to
other agencies or performing the work themselves. Of all the road maintenance work,
stormwater pond maintenance and road sweeping were the most widely valued. General
maintenance services is an area the division will evaluate as part of its 201512016 budget
process.

Cities expressed concerns that the County's invoicing process is problematic. Vague and
delayed invoices have resulted in less work being purchased by cities since remaining
budget is uncertain.

Conclusions

City contract work is most successful with specialty skilled work groups like traffic and bridge
services that cities may not have the inventory that requires full time staff (if a city has four or

five traffic signals it doesn't make sense to have a full time signal technician for example).
The city work helps the County by funding a more stable team of experts to serve both

county roads and cities.

lnconsistencies in budget to ãctùals over the last flve years are due at leaSt in part to the
differing budget cycles between the County and the individual cities (annual versus biennial),
and challenges small cities experience that require budget adjustments. During the
recessíon, reductions from planned city budgets for general maintenance work were
significant. Before the recession, there was enough demand that the County could find other
work to address any cancelled city work. However, in recent years the shortfalls in planned
city work and the general lack of demand has required some unanticipated layoffs of County
staff.
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Billing reports issued to cities require more detail regarding when and what types of work
were performed by county forces. Providing this clarity will encourage prompt payments, and
builds trust with city customers.
The centralized nature of the traffic and engíneering work groups, the relatively discreet
nature of theirwork products, and the less seasonal nature of the work makes the planning

and delivery of those services more consistent.

At times, general maintenance work on county roads has been delayed or deferred in order
to accommodate seasonal or peak demands of cities. As funding shorlfalls lead to more
significant road failures, it will be more difficult to respond to both emerging county road

issues and scheduled city general maintenance work. This type of less specialized work can
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be undertaken by cities or more easily contracted and is work the County should have

limited, if any engagement in.

Recommendations
Based on these discussions and subsequent evaluation, we recommend the following guidelines for
development of the 2015-2016 budget:

Consider how unanticipated failures will impaet the availability of road maintenance
crews.

ln the foreseeable future, road maintenance crews are likely to be dedicating more time
responding to unanticipated failures. As a result, less crew timê will be available to perform

scheduled contract work for cities and other agencies, as well as meet the basic maintenance
needs of unincorporated county roads. The County should consider limitin$ commitments to
cities to perform general maintenance work.

. Specialized services shoutd continue to be provided regionally by the County, where
feasible.

Focus effofts with cities on contracts for more technically complex work like bridge inspection,
materials lab, traffic signals and controls, and pond management.

. Address any remaining'billing system and estimating lssues.

Address concerns about billing detail for city projects, and put in place agreed processes to
address budget issues.

. Clarify service expectations with cities.

Set qvailable timeframes for work and priorities for on-call work. State when county road work
will take priority, and provide clear timing expectations for accomplishing planned city work
programs.

These recommendations have also informed the preparation of this 2014 strategic plan update. A
discussion of these efforts will be included in the 20'15-2016 budget submittal.
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Appendix C: Customer Outreach

The division involved its customers in the process of developing the 2010 strategic plan. lt
conducted a resident survey in December of 2008 for the Roads Operational Master Plan Phase I

An independent consultant surveyed 400 unincorporated-area residents to gauge public opinion
about Road Services' priorities and service levels. When asked about the condition of county
roadways, two{hirds of survey respondents reported they were "generally satisfied." Survey
respondents also identified priorities for the county road system in the context of limited funds and
the potential for decreasing services and service level outcomes.

Overall, respondents reported their asset priorities as:
1) Paved roadway surfaces
2) Storm-water drainage
3) Bridge repair or replacement.

Service priorities included :

1) Making road safety improvements to help reduce accidents
2) lmproving intersections and signals to speed traffic control and congestion
3) Adding new lanes to existing roads.

The 2009 King County Community survey, conducted by ETC lnstitute, asked residents of
unincorporated King County to rate the quality, satisfaction and importance of "construction and
maintenance of roads / bridges." Based on ETC lnstitute's lmpoñance Satisfaction Analysis,
construction and maintenance of roads and bridges is the highest priority for improvement of local
services to unincorporated area residents. Subsequent community surveys conducted by the County
have continued to demonstrate that road-related services are a very high priority for the public.

The 2010 plan also included outreach to inform stakeholders of the process and to obtain feedback
on the analysis and direction of the plan. Members of the stakeholders group represented a diversity
of interests and the varied geographic areas of the county. Four broad themes emerged from the
discussion with stakeholders: 1) Road Services must clearly identify who it sees as its customers; 2)
Reduced service levels are not considered an acceptable option -- stakeholders want Road Services
to make sure assets do not continue to deteriorate; 3) Before requesting any revenues increases,
the County must identify efficiencies and develop trust; and 4) Equitability was felt to be imporlant
and stakeholders placed a strong emphasis on user fees and using money where it is raised.

The2014 plan update also considered input received from customers since the 2010 plan was
published. Following the approval of the 2010 plan, the Road Services Division embarked on
extensive public outreach activities and communications to share information about priorities, goals,
its funding situation, and service cuts. Overthe period 2011-2013, substantial inputwas received
from residents and other stakeholders though meetings and extensive correspondence.
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Appendix D: Summary of Road Funding Optrons

The following funding ideas have been qenerated from a variety of 
"orr."", 

including the 2008

Roads Operãtional Master Plan Phase 110 and subsequent discussions. This list includes some
potential mechanisms that are not currently authorized by state or local law. The ideas below are
offered for further thought or research and do not constitute a recommendation.

Table 3

10 The Roads Operational Master Flan Phase I was a product of the first phase of the planning effort that lead to the
development of the 2010 Strategic Plan for Road Services.
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Po.rtion of utility tax for electric
vehicles or bio fuels

Countywide sales tax on auto
parts and service

Congestion fees (area tolls)

Container fees at the Poft of
Seattle

Revenue distribution of state
hignway tolls to support roads
network system

lncrease in count¡{ sales taxes

Revenue distribution of truck
licensing fee

Local arterial tollinglncrease in General Fund
property tax levy

New development mitigation feeslncrease in Real Estate Excise
Tax

Vehicle license and iegistration
fees

Local option motor fuel tax

Veh icle-miles-traveled feelncrease road levy component of
property tax

Sùrcharge on land used for non-
residential parking

Tax on commercial parking
operations

State gas tax inprease Auto insurance surcharge

Motor vehicle excise tax Street utility fee

Excess levy for road capital
projects

Road lmprovement Districts
(RlD) or Local lmprovement
Districts (LlD)

Employee tax Taxi cab fee
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Appendix E: Change Drivers Identified in the ROMP Phase I (Details)

Phase I of the Roads Operational Master Plan (ROMP) identified five key challenges, or change
drivers,.which are reviewed below.

Incorporations and annexations
King County's goal is that by 2015 cities will annex all land within the Urban Growth Area as
mandated by the state Growth Management Act. The County can encourage annexations and
incorporations, but they are largely beyond its direct control. The timing of these events is unceftain
and dependenton the desires of the cities and residents involved. For Road Services, annexation
will result in a decreased road inventory with the following characieristics and effects:

. The bulk of the unincorporated service area will shift progressively to the eastern, rural part of
the county, while rural Vashon-Maury lsland will remain as unincorporated territory in the
western portion of the county.

Road Services will also retain long-term responsibility for two large urban planned communities
(Trilogy and Redmond Ridge) east of the City of Redmond in northeast King County. These
urban "islands," whích currently have about 8,000 residents, are situated in the midst of the
county's rural area yet have an expectation of urban levels of road service that are more costly to
provide.

During the transition to a fully annexed/incorporated urban area, Road Services will continue to
be responsible for numerous small unincorporated "in-holdings" that are widely dispersed
throughout the county. These remnant urban territories were skipped over by pasi annexations and
incorporations and are inefficient to serve since they are surrounded by city tenitory.

Two rural Green River Agricultural Production Districts, completely surrounded by the cities of
Kent and Auburn, will remain unincorporated and are ineffieient to serve.

The rural area includes numerous stream crossings, requires more environmental
considerations, and also encompasses terrain that is more prone to flooding and snow and ice
emergenoies than urban and suburban areas of the county.

a
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Although there are will be fewer road miles overall, due to the age of the rural system as well as
the topography and flood zone locations Road Services, the volume of work that will remain
does not decrease proportionally.

Road Services will be responsible for an older, deteriorating roadway system. When that system
needs improvements, it will take more work to bring it up to current engineering and
environmental standards.

. There will be a smaller road network over which to apply the fixed costs of owning and operating
a road system, resulting in the loss of some economies of scale. For example, specialized
equipment may not be as fully utilized, Higherfixed costs might be mitigated if the division is able
to increase the volume of contracted services it provides to other jurisdictions and share the cost
of specialized resources among more users.

Development and population growth

Development and its associated growth in population, vehicle miles traveled, and new road miles will
increase Road Services' workload in unincorporated King County in the future, despite reductions in
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total road miles in the county's road system due to annexation. Travel demand is directly linked to
growth in population, the economy, and employment. After all urban areas have been annexed or
incorporated into cities, the population of King County's unincorporated areas is projected to grow at
a rate of 1,000 to 2,000 people per year. Vehicle miles traveled in King County as a whole are
projected to increase by 1.3-1.4 percent peryear.tt The effects of this increased travel demand will
include:

lncreased traffic on roads and degradation of operational performance, resulting ín increased
congestion.

lncreased use of county roads for commuting from eastern unincorporated King County,
cities, and adjacent counties to population and employment centers in King County.

An increased need for safety and traffic operational improvements, congestion relief, and
road reconstruction, as well as increased road maintenance needs due to more wear and
tear on the infrastructure.

Rural roads built as farm-to-market routes in the 19th century are increasingly being expected to
perform as highways for residents of unincorporated areas and rural cities as they travel to
employment centers during the week, and as recreational routes for cyclists, equestrians, and hikers
on weekends. User expectations for convenience and service on rural roadways are ever increasing.
Technology enhancements such as e-mail and the lnternet have increased expectations that service
requests will be attended to immediately. Changing demographics in the rural area have also led to
expectations on the part of some rural residents for more urban or suburban levels of service,
including amenities like sidewalks, street lighting, oi enclosed drainage systems, some of which are
inconsistent with King County Comprehensive Plan policies for rural areas.

Aging infrastructure and under¡nvestment

Road Services has a large, unfunded backlog of high-priority safety, maintenance, and preservation
needs. Over time, underinvestment in the preservation and maintenance of roads increases the cost
of ownership. Continued underinvestment can lead county road infrastructure to be at risk of failure.
The following are some of the consequences of these deteriorating conditions:

The failure of at-risk assets, resulting in road closures, expensive rehabilitation, and eventually a

need for reconstruction or replacement.

A significant escalation in maintenance costs for at-risk assets if action is not taken to remedy
deficiencies and optimize asset lifecycles.

The risk of more costly emergency repairs, wholesale loss of the road and related closures and
detours, and increased probability of damage to persons and property due to flooding and other
failures.

a A rapidly escalating backlog of failing and at-risk assets.

Complexity of projects and regulatory requirements

Recent years have seen a large increase in the cost of transportation projects and maintenance and
preservation activities due to variable commodity costs and new regulatory requirements. For
example, statutory greenhouse gas reduction goals and water quality compliance requirements are

1r Puget Sound Regional Council: "Puget Sound Trends: Vehicle Miles Traveled" August 2007
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chariging how roads are designed, built, maintained, and used by adding more mitigation and
maintenance responsibility, New projects and activities will have to meet new evolving standards,
and this will increase the cost of owning and operating the county's roads.

. A constrained ability to meet needs, combined with fluctuating commodity costs, creates a
backlog of capital, preservation, and maintenance work that is increasingly expensive to
complete.

New environmental and safety regulations, coupled with changing pavement, bridge, signal, and
sign standards, increase costs and backlogs and require increased investment to meet
mandatës.

. lf investment in the road system is not increased, service levels will decrease.

Climate change
Climate change could affect Road Services in two areas: the requirements of County, state and
national climate change policies, and the impacts of a changing climate. The effects are likely to
include:

An increase in the number and severity of winter storms, resulting in an increased need for
storm- and weather-related emergency response, maintenance, and repair work.

An increase in roadway lifecycle management costs (due to increased weather related
impacts on infrastructure).

Wide-ranging effects on the division's management of travel demand, service delivery, and
business costs resulting from policy and regulatory responses to climate change.

The negd to change roadway destgn, maintenance, and consf:uction practice to adapt to
climate change.

a

a
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A. +Includes 35 acres sold to Tahom4.Schgol District
B. For current use, some facilities have mulliple uses. For exlmple regional maintenance shops generally include materials

storage, snow & ice and emergency finctions.
C. Description.ofuse

1) Regional Maintenance Shop

. Serves as the base for dispatching crews; and storing roadway vehicles, equipment, supplies, and materials.

. Provides the following functions: CROW (Consolidated Recycling of Waste) pad; covered and heated vehicle storage;
hazardous waste stoiage building; uncovered raw materials storage; vehicle wash; decant; supply storage; traffrc
material storage; truck scales; ccivered sand storage; liquid anti-ice storage tank; small tools storage; sign storage; fill
capacity; covered erosion and sediment control materi-als storage space; emergency power system; and office space.

With all these functions, regional maintenance shop fulfills the functionS of materials storage, snow and ice, and
emergency facilities as wéll.

. Provides the primary'frinetions of materials storage location as they provide the most efficient use of the stored
materials due to equipment storage and crew muster areas are also located here. For this reason regional maintenance
shops have the largest quantities of materials stored including those materials that are small and attractive requiring
better,security to prevent a$ainst loss due to theft.

. Provides the prirnary storage for snow sand, salt; and de-icing materials néeded for the show and ice program.

2) Materials Storage
. Provides the foilowing functions: CROW pad; uncovered vehicle storage; covered bulk salt storage; covered sand

storage; bathroom or port-a-potty; lights for night operations; and fill capacity.
o Although regional maintenance shop s-erves as the main materials storage site, a network of materials storage sites

should be located throughout the service areas to improve:operatio4 efficiency by reducing travel times between the
work site and the storage site.
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' Provides for temporary storage of waste materials. Operation efficiency is increased by having the ability to
temporarily store waste materials at these strategically located materials storage sites throughout the service area
without having to travel all the way back to the regional maintenance shop.

' Since limited space is available in the roadway area for staging of materials and equipment, materiais storage site can
also serve as staging area for larger repair or preservation projects.

3) Snow and Ice

Provides the following functions: CROW pad; uncovered vehicle storage; covered bulk salt storage; covered sand
storage; bathroom or port-a-potty; and lights for night operations. Covered salt storage protects the salt from rain to
prevent groundwater contamination and premature loss of salt. Covered sand storage protects the sand from moisture to
minimize freezingin cold weather since frozen sand is unusable during sanding operàtions.
Snow and ice sites located strategically throughout the service area help reduce travel time and increase work
eff,rciency and response time by having the ability to access sand and salt materials without having to travel all the way
back to the regional maintenance shop.
Since materials storage facility shares all the site criteria and the functions required for a snow and ice facility, all
materials storage facilities can also serve as snow and ice facilities on as needed basis.
These snow and ice sites will be used mainly during major snow events when staffs are *orkìng 24 hours per day
plowing and sanding the county roads. During these events crews may start and end there day at these remote locations
to improve operation efficiency and reduce downtime.

4) Emergency
o An emergency site has the firnction to house staff on a temporary basis that can accommodate a small crew and some

equiprnent and materials such as barricades, cones, chain saws and fuel. This provides the necessary reso1¡ces for the
crew while assigned to outlying areas to respond more efficiently and timely to emergency conditions when it becomes
diffrcult or impossible to access equipment and materials from the regional maintenance shop.

o d remote service areathat may become isolated and diff,rcult to serve under emergency conditions is an operation
concern- The Duvall area east of the Snoqualmie River is an example of a remote service area that occasionally
becomes isolated due to road closures during flood conditions. An emergency facility located in this area would allow
the crew to respond timely to conditions when accessibility to the area is limited or eliminated by a flooding event.
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Maintenance Facilities
Primary Current Use
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